CLASS II

WORDS RELATING TO SPACE:

SECTION I.—SPACE IN GENERAL

1°. Abstract Space

180. Indefinite space.

Space (Substantives), extension, extent, expanse, room, scope, range, way, expansion, compass, sweep, play, latitude, field, swing, spread, spare room, headway, elbow-room, freedom, house-room, stowage, roomage, margin.

Open space, void space, vacuity (2), opening, waste, wildness, moor, moorland, campania.

Abyss, unlimited space, the four winds, see Infinity (105), Ubiquity (186).

(Adjectives). Spacious, roomy, extensive, expansive, capacious, ample.

Boundless, unlimited, unbounded, limitless, infinite, ubiquitous, shoreless, trackless, pathless.

(Adverbs). Extensively, etc., wherever, everywhere.

(Phrases). The length and the breadth of the land; far and near, far and wide; all over; all the world over; from China to Peru; in every quarter; in all quarters; in all lands; here, there, and everywhere; from pole to pole; throughout the world; under the sun.

180A. Inextension.

181. Definite space.

Region (Substantives), sphere, ground, area, realm, quarter, district, orb, circuit, circle, compartment, domain, tract, department, territory, country, canton, county, shire, province, arrondissement, principality, duchy, kingdom.

Arena, precincts, enceinte, walk, patch, plot, paddock, enclosure, field.

Clime, climate, zone, meridian.

Limited space, locality.

182. Place (Substantives), lieu, spot, point, nook, corner, recess, hole, niche, compartment, premises, precinct, station, venue, latitude and longitude, abode (189).

Indefinite place.

(Adverbs). Somewhere, in some place, wherever it may be.
2°. Relative Space

183. Situation (Substantives), position, locality, status, latitude and longitude, footing, standing, post, stage, bearings, aspect, attitude, posture.

Place, site, station, seat, venue, the whereabouts, direction, azimuth, etc. (278).

Topography, geography, chorography.

A map, chart, plan (554).

(Verbs). To be situated, to lie, to have its seats in.

(Adjectives). Local, topical, situate.

(Adverbs). In situ, here and there, passim, whereabouts.

184. Location (Substantives), localisation, lodgment, deposition, reposi-
tion, stowage, establishment, settlement, fixation, grafting, insertion (301), package, lading, encampment, installation.

A colony, settlement, cantonment.

A habitation, residence, dwelling, cohabitation (180).

(Verbs). To place, situate, locate, put, lay, set, seat, station, lodge, post, insta], house, stow, establish, fix, root, plant, graft, stick in, insert, wedge in, shelf, pitch, camp, deposit, reposit, cradle, encamp, moor, pack, tuck in, embed, vest.

To billet on, quarter upon.

To pocket, put up, bag, load.

To inhabit, reside (186), domesticate, put up at, colonise.

(Phrases). Pitch one’s tent;
put up one’s horses at.

(Adjectives). Placed, located, etc., situate, situated, posited, nestled, embosomed, housed, moored, rooted, unremoved.

185. Displacement (Substantives), elocation, emotion, motion, dis-
lodgment, ejectment (296), deportation, exile.

Removal, remotion, transposition, etc., relegation, see Transfer-
ence (270) and Exhaustion (638).

(Verbs). To displace, dislodge.
unhouse, unkennel, break bulk, take off, eject, expel, etc. (296), exile, relegate, oust, ablegate, ostracise, remove, transfer, trans-
pose, transplant, transport, empty, clear (270), sweep off, sweep away, do away with, root out, unpeople, depopulate.

To vacate, leave, get out, heave out, bale, lade, pour out.

(Phrase). Make a clean sweep of.

(Adjectives). Displaced, etc., unhoused, houseless.

3°. Existence in Space

186. Presence (Substantives), occupancy, occupation, attend-
ance, whereness.

Absence (Substantives), non-
existence (2), non-residence, non-
attendance, alibi, absenteeism.

Diffusion, permeation, per-
vusion, dissemination (73).

Emptiness, void, vacuum, void.

1 Bishop Wilkins.
Ubiquity, ubiety, ubiquitari-

ness, vacuity, vacancy, vacuous-

ness. An absentee, nobody, nobody on earth.

(Verbs). To exist in space, to be present, attend, remain.

To occur in a place, lie, stand, occupy.

To inhabit, dwell, reside, live, abide, lodge, nestle, perch, roost, put up at, squat, hive, burrow, camp, encamp, bivouac, anchor, settle, take up one's quarters, pitch one's tent, get a footing, frequent, haunt, tenant, take root, strike root, revisit.

To fill, pervade, permeate, be diffused through, be disseminated through, overspread, run through.

(Adjectives). Present, occupying, inhabiting, etc., moored, at anchor, resident, residentiary, domiciled.

Ubiquitous, omnipresent.

(Adjectives). Here, there, where? everywhere, aboard, on board, at home, afield, etc., on the spot.

(Phrases). Here, there, and everywhere; at every turn.

188. Inhabitant (Substan-
tives), resident, residentiary, dweller, indweller, occupier, occupant, lodger, inmate, tenant, sojourner, commorant, settler, squatter, backwoodsman, colonist, denizen, citizen, cit, townsman, burgess, villager, cotter, compatriot, garrison, crew, population.

Native, indigene, aborigines, autochthones.

A colony, settlement, household.

Newcomer.

(Adjectives). Indigenous, native, autochthonous, domestic, domiciliated, domesticated, domiciliary.

An absentee, nobody, nobody on earth.

(Verbs). To be absent, not present, etc., vacate, to keep away, to keep out of the way.

(Phrases). Make oneself scarce; absent oneself; take oneself off; stay away.

(Adjectives). Absent, not present, away, gone, from home, missing, non-resident.

(Phrases). Nowhere to be found; non est inventus; not a soul; nobody present; aem qui vive; the bird being flown.

Empty, void, vacant, un-
tenanted, tenantless, empty, uninhabited, deserted, void, devoid, unoccupied, uninhabitable.

(Adverbs). Without, minus, nowhere, elsewhere, sans.

(Phrases). One's back being turned; behind one's back.

189. Place of habitation.

Abode (Substantives), dwelling, lodging, domicile, residence, address, habitation, berth, seat, lap, sojourn, housing, quarters, head-quarters, residence, throne, ark, tabernacle.

Nest, nidus, lair, haunt, eyry, den, hole, aerie, rookery, hive, habitat, haunt, resort, retreat, nidification, perch, roost.

Bivouac, camp, encampment, cantonment, castration, tent, wigwam, awning.

Cave, cavern, cell, grove, grot, grotto, alcove, hollow, abode, cave, chamber, etc. (191).

Home, fatherland, country, homestead, homestead, fireside, snuggery, hearth, lares et penates, household gods, roof, household, housing; "dulce Domum."
Receptacle

Building, structure, edifice, fabric, erection, pile, tenement, messuage, farm, farm-house, grange.

Coet, cabin, hut, châtelet, croft, shed, booth, stall, hovel, outhouse, barn, bawn, hole, kennel, styce, dog-hole, coot, stable, offices.

House, mansion, villa, cottage, box, lodge, bungalow, hermitage, folly, rotunda, tower, temple, château, castle, pavilion, hotel, court, hall, palace, kiosk.

Inn, hostel, hotel, tavern, caravansary, hospice, pagoda, barrack, casemate.

Hamlet, village, thorpe, dorp, ham, kraal, borough, burgh, town, city, metropolis, suburb, province, country.

Street, place, terrace, parade, road, row, lane, alley, court, wynd, close, yard, passage, rents; square, polygon, circus, crescent, mall, piazza, arcade, gardens.

Anchorage, roadstead, dock, basin, wharf, quay, port.

(Adjectives). Urban, metropolitan, suburban, provincial, rural, rustic.

190. Things contained.

Contents (Substantives), cargo, lading, freight, load, burden, ware (798).

191. Receptacle (Substantives), recipient, receiver, reservoir, compartment.

Cell, cellule, follicle, hole, corner, niche, recess, nook, crypt, stall, dog-hole, pigeon-hole, lodging (see 189), bed, berth, etc. (215), pew, store-room.

Capsule, vesicle, cyst, cancelli, utricle, bladder, utensil, alembic.

Stomach, paunch, ventricle, crop, craw, maw, gizzard, bread-basket.

Pocket, pouch, fob, sheath, scabbard, socket, bag, sac (or sack), saceule, wallet, scrip, poke, kit, knapsack, haversack, sachel, reticule, portfolio, budget.

Chest, box, hatch, coffers, case, casket, pyx (or pix), caisson, desk, bureau, cabinet, reliquary, trunk, portmanteau, band-box, valise, boot, imperial, tache, creel, crate, cage, hutch.

Vessel, vase, bushel, barrel, canister, jar, can, pot, bottle, basket, pannier, corbeille, hamper, dosser, dorser, tray, hod.

For liquids: cistern, tank, vat, caldron, barrel, cask, keg, rundlet, firkin, kilderkin, carboy, amphora, bottle, jar, decanter, ewer, cruise, crocet, kit, canteen, flagon, flask, flasket, stoup, noggin, vial (or phial), cruets, caster, urn.

Tub, bucket, pail, pot, tankard, jug, pitcher, mug, noggin, pipkin, galipot (or gallipot), matrass, receiver, alembic, bolthead, capsule, kettle.

Bowl, basin, jorum, punch-bowl, cup, goblet, chalice, tumbler, glass, horn, can, pan, plate, dish, trencher, patera, calabash, porringer, saucepan, skillet, posnet, tureen, potager, saucer, platter, hod, scuttle, shovel, trowel, spoon, spatula, ladle, thimble.
SEC. II. Size—Littleness

Closet, commode, cupboard, cellaret, chifflonier, locker, bin, buffet, press, safe, sideboard, drawer, chest of drawers, till.

Chamber, flat, story, apartment, room, cabin, bower, office, court, hall, saloon, salon, parlour, state-room, pretence chamber, drawing-room, sitting-room, living-room, gallery, cabinet, closet, boudoir, adyton, sanctum, lumber-room, dormitory, bedroom, refectory, dining-room, pew.

Attic, loft, garret, cockloft, cellar, vault, hold, cockpit, ground-floor, rez de chaussée, basement, kitchen, pantry, scullery, offices.

Portico, porch, veranda, lobby, court, hall, vestibule, corridor, passage, anteroom, antechamber.

(Adjectives). Capsular, saccular, sacculated, recipient, ventricular, cystic, vascular, cellular, camered, locular, multilocular, polygastric, marsupial.

SECTION II.—DIMENSIONS

10. General Dimensions

192. Size (Substantives), magnitude, dimension, bulk, volume, largeness, greatness (31), expanse, amplitude, mass, massive-ness.

Capacity, capaciousness, tonnage or tunnage, calibre, scantling.

Turgidity, turgidness, expansion (194), corpulence, obesity, plumpness, embonpoint, stoutness, hypertrophy; corporation, flesh and blood; brawniness.

Hugeness, vastness, enormousness, enormity, immensity, monstruousness, monstrosity; infinity (105).

A giant, Brobdignagian, Antæus, monster, whale, leviathan, elephant, porpoise, colossus, tun, lump, bulk, block, mass, bushel, thumper, whopper, spanker.

(Phrases). A Triton among the minnows; the lion's share; Benjamin's mess.

A mountain, mound, heap (72).

(Verbs). To be large, etc., to

193. Littleness (Substantives). smallness, minuteness, diminutiveness, exigency, inextension, parvitude, parvity, puniness, dwarfishness, undersize, epitome, duodecimo, rudiment, microcosm.

Leanness, emaciation, thinness macilency, flaccidity, meagreness, marcor.

A dwarf, runt, pigmy, Lilliputian, chit, pigwidgeon, urchin, elf, doll, puppet, skeleton, shadow, Tom Thumb, manikin.

Animaleule, mite, insect, emmet, fly, gnat, shrimp, minnow, worm, grub, tit, tomtit, runt, mouse, small fry, mushroom, pollard, millet seed, mustard seed, grain of sand, molehill.

Atom, point, speck, dot, mote, ace, jot, iota, tittle, whit, thought, idea, look, particle, corpuscle, molecule, monad, granule, graig, crumb, globule, nutshell, minim, drop, droplet, mouthful, thimbleful, sprinkling, dash, minimum, powder (330),
become large, see Expansion (194).

(Adjectives). Large, big, great, considerable, bulky, voluminous, ample, massive, massy, capacious, comprehensive, mighty.

Corpulent, stout, fat, plump, lusty, strapping, bounding, portly, burly, brawny, fleshy, goodly, in good case, chapping, jolly, chubby, full grown, chunk-faced, hulkerly, hulky, unwieldy, lumpish, gaunt, stalwart, spanning.

Overgrown, bloated, tumid, turgid, hypertrophied, big-swoln, pot-bellied, swag-bellied, puffy, distended, edematous, dropsical.

Squab, dumpy, squat, squabby, tumorous, pursy, blowsy.

Huge, immense, enormous, mighty, unbounded, vast, vastly, amplitudinous, stupendous, inordinate, preposterous, monstrous, monster; gigantic, giant-like, colossal, Brobdignagian; indefinite, infinite, unbounded.

(Phrases). Large as life; plump as a partridge; fat as a pig; fat as a quail; fat as butter; fat as brawn; 1 plump as a dumpling; fat as bacon.

driblet, patch, scrap, chip, inch, mathematical point; minutiae.

The shadow of a shade.

(Verbs). To be small, etc., to become small, see Contraction (195).

(Adjectives). Little, small, minute, diminutive, inconsiderable, exiguous, puny, tiny, wee, petty, minikin, hop-o'-my-thumb, miniature, pigmy, undersized, dwarf, stunted, dwarfed, dwarfish, pollard, Lilliputian; pocket, portative, portable, duodecimo.

(Phrases). In a small compass; in a nutshell; on a small scale.

Microscopic, evanescent, impalpable, imperceptible, invisible, inappreciable, infinitesimal, homoeopathic, atomic, corpuscular, molecular, rudimentary, rudimental.

Lean, thin, gaunt, meagre, emaciated, lank, macilent, starved, starving, fallen away, scrubby, reduced, shrunk, attenuated, extenuated, shrivelled, limber, tabid, flaccid, starved, skinny, stunted, weazen, scraggy, barebone, raw-bone, spindle-shanked, lantern jaws.

(Phrases). Thin as a lath; worn to a shadow; skin and bone; lean as a rake; thin as a wafer; thin as a shadow.

194. Expansion (Substantives), enlargement, extension, augmentation, increase of size, amplification, ampliation, aggrandisement; spread, increment, growth, development, pullulation, swell, dilatation, rarefaction, turgescence, turgidity, dispersion, tumefaction, intumescence, swelling, diastole, distension, puffing, inflation.

195. Contraction (Substantives), reduction, diminution, or decrease of size, defalation, lessening, decrement, shrinking, shrivelling, collapse, emaciation, attenuation, tabefaction, consumption, marasmus, atrophy, hour-glass, neck.

Condensation, compression, squeezing, friction (331).

Inferiority of size.

1 Psalm cxix. v. 70.
Overgrowth, hypertrophy, over-distension, tympany.
Bulb, knot, knob (249).
Superiority of size.
(Verbs). To become larger, to expand, enlarge, extend, grow, increase, swell, gather, fill out, deploy, dilate, stretch, spread, mantle, bud, shoot, spring up, sprout, germinate, vegetate, pullulate, open, burst forth, gather flesh, outgrow.
To render larger, to expand, aggrandise, etc., distend, develop, take open order, amplify, magnify, rarely, inflate, puff, blow up, stuff, cram, pad.
To be larger than, to surpass, exceed, be beyond, cap, o’ertop, see Height (206) and Superiority (33).
(Adjectives). Expanded, enlarged, increased, etc., swelled out, bulbous; exaggerated, bloated, etc., full-blown, full-grown, full-formed.

196. DISTANCE (Substantives), remoteness,arness, longinquent, elongation, effing, removedness, parallax, reach, span.
Antipodes, outpost, outskirt, aphelion, horizon.
(Phrases). Ultima Thule; ne plus ultra; the uttermost parts of the earth.
Separation (44), transference (270).
Diffusion, dispersion (73).
(Verbs). To be distant, etc.; to extend to, stretch to, reach to, spread to, go to, get to, stretch away to; outgo, outstep, to go great lengths.
To remain at a distance, keep away, stand off, keep off, stand aloof.

Corrugation, contractility, astringency.
(Verbs). To become smaller, to lessen, diminish, decrease, dwindle, shrink, contract, shrivel, collapse, wither, lose flesh, wizen, fall away, decay, purse up, waste, wane, ebb, to grow less.
(Phrases). To grow “small by degrees, and beautifully less” (659); to be on the wane.
To render smaller, to contract, lessen, etc., draw in, to condense, reduce, clip, compress, squeeze, attenuate, chip, dwarf, bedwarf, cut short (201), corrugate, purse up, pinch, tweak.
To be smaller than, to fall short of, not to come up to.
(Phrases). To hide its diminished head.
(Adjectives). Contracting, etc., astringent, tabid, contracted, lessened, etc., shrivelled, wasted, stunted, waning, ebbing, etc., neap, condensed.
(Phrase). Multum in parvo.
Unexpanded, contractile, compressible.

197. NEARNESS (Substantives), nighness, propinquity, vicinity, vicinage, neighbourhood, adjacency, closeness; perihelion.
A short distance, a step, an earshot, close quarters, a stone’s throw, a hair’s breadth, a span, bowshot, gunshot.
Purlieus, neighbourhood, environs, vicinity, alentours, suburbs, the whereabouts, banlieue, borderland.
A bystander, neighbour.
Approach, approximation, appropriation, appulse (267), junction (43), concentration, convergence (260).
Meeting, rencontre.
(Verbs). To be near, etc., to adjoin, hang about, trench on,
Interval—Contiguity

(Adjectives). Distant, far, far off, remote, distal, wide of, yon, yonder, at arm’s length, apart, asunder, ulterior, ultramontane, transmontane, transalpine, ultramundane, hyperborean.

Inaccessible, out of the way, unapproachable; incontiguous.

(Adverbs). Far, away, far away, afar, off, a long way off, afar off, wide away, aloof, wide of, clear of, out of the way, a great way off, out of reach, abroad.

(Phrases). Far and near; far and wide, over the hills and far away; from end to end; from pole to pole; from China to Peru; from Dan to Beersheba; to the ends of the earth; out of the sphere of; wide of the mark; à perte de vue.

Apart, asunder, few and far between.

Yonder, farther, beyond, longo intervalllo, wide apart, “from Indus to the pole.”

198. INTERVAL. (Substantives), interspace, see Discontinuity (70), break, gap, opening (260), chasm, hiatus, cæsura, interstice, lacuna, cleft, foss, mesh, crevice, chink, creak, cranny, crack, slit, fissure, scissure, chap, rift, flaw, gash, cut, leak, dike, hah, fracture, solution of continuity, breach, rent, osculation, gaping, yawning, puncication, insertion (301), gorge, defile, ravine, crevasse, gulf, frith, furrow. see 259.

Thing interposed, a go-between, interjacent (228).

(Verbs). To separate (44), gape.

border upon, stand by, approximate, tread on the heels of, cling to, clasp, hug, get near, etc., to approach (287), to meet (290).

To bring near, to crowd, pack, huddle together.

(Adjectives). Near, nigh, close at hand, neighbouring, proximate, adjacent, adjoining, proximal, intimate, bordering upon, close upon, hard upon, trenching on, treading on the heels of, verging to, at hand, handy, near the mark, home, at the point of, near run.

(Adverbs). Near, nigh, hard by, fast by, close to, next door to, within reach, within call, within hearing, within an ace of, close upon, at hand, on the verge of, near the mark, in the environs, etc., at one’s elbow, within pistol-shot, a stone’s throw, etc., cheek by jowl (or jowl), beside, alongside, at the heels of, at the threshold.

About, herewhats, thereabouts, in the way, in presence of, in round numbers, approximatively, as good as, à peu près.

199. CONTIGUITY. (Substantives), contact, proximity, apposition, no interval, juxtaposition, touching, abutment, osculation, meeting (293), syzygy, coincidence, coexistence, adhesion (46).

Confine, frontier, demarcation (233), border.

(Verbs). To be contiguous, etc., to touch, meet, adhere (46), osculate, coincide, coexist, abut on, graze, border.

(Adjectives). Contiguous, touching, bordering on, meeting, in contact, conterminous, osculating, osculatory, hand to hand, proximate, in juxtaposition, apposition.

(Phrases). Hand to hand; tête-à-tête; next door to.


200. **Length** (*Substantives*), longitude, span.
A line, bar, rule, stripe, spoke, radius.
Lengthening, elongation, prolongation, production, producing, protraction, tension, stretching, tensure.
(Verbs). To be long, etc., to extend to, reach, stretch to.
To render long, lengthen, extend, elongate, prolong, produce, stretch, draw out, protract, spin out, drawl.
(Phrase). To drag "its slow length along.
(Adjectives). Long, longsome, lengthy, tedious, tiresome, wiredrawn, outstretched, lengthened, produced, etc., Alexandrine, sesquipedal, interminable, there being no end of.
Linear, lineal, longitudinal, oblong.
(Phrases). As long as my arm; as long as to-day and to-morrow.
(Adverbs). Lengthwise, longitudinally, in a line, along, from end to end, endwise, fore and aft, from head to foot, from top to toe.

202. **Breadth** (*Substantives*), width, latitude, amplitude, diameter, bore, calibre, superficial extent, expanse.
**Thickness**, crassitude (192), expansion, dilatation, etc. (194).
(Verbs). To be broad, thick, etc.
To become broad, to render broad, to swell, dilate, expand, outspread, etc. (194), to increment.
(Adjectives). Broad, wide, ample, extended, fan-like, outstretched, etc.

201. **Shortness** (*Substantives*), brevity, briefness, a span, etc., see Smallness (193).
Shortening, abbreviation, abridgement, curtailment, decurrature, reduction, contraction, compression (195), retrenchment, elision, ellipsis, compendium (596), conciseness (in style) (572).
(Verbs). To be short, brief, etc.
To render short, to shorten, curtail, abridge, abbreviate, epitomise, reduce, contract, compress, scrimp.
To retrench, cut short, cut down, pare down, clip, dock, lop, prune, crop, snub, truncate, cut, hack, hew, etc.; (in drawing) to foreshorten.
(Adjectives). Short, brief, curt, compendious, compact, stubby, scrimp, stumpy, pug.
Oblate, elliptical.
Concise (572), summary.

203. **Narrowness** (*Substantives*), slenderness, closeness, scantiness, exilience, lankness, incapaciousness.
A line (205), a hair's breadth, a finger's breadth, streak, vein.
**Thinness**, tenuity, leanness, meagreness, marcof.
A shaving, a slip (205), a mere skeleton, a shadow, an anatomy.
A middle constriction, stricture, neck, waist, isthmus, wasp, hour-glass, ridge, ravine, defile, gorge, pass.
Narrowing, coarctation, an-
Thick, dumpy, squab, squat, thickset.
(Phrases). Wide as a church door; thick as a rope.

(Verbs). To be narrow, etc., to taper, contract, shrink.
To render narrow, etc., to narrow, contract, coarctate, attenuate, constrict, constringe,
cramp, pinch, squeeze, compress, tweak, corrugate, warp.
To shave, shear, etc., see 195.
(Adjectives). Narrow, slender, thin, fine, filiform, filamentous, fibrous, funicular, capillary, stringy, wiredrawn, fine-spun, anguilliform, taper, dapper, slim, slight made, scant, spare, delicate, unenlarged, incapacious.
Meagre, lean, macilent, emaciated, bony, starveling, attenuated, skinny, scraggy, gaunt, skin and bone, bare-bone, raw-boned, spindle-shanks.
(Phrases). Thin as a lath; thin as a whipping-post; lean as a rake; thin as a thread-paper; thin as a wafer; thin as a shadow.

204. Layer (Substantives), stratum, bed, zone, substratum, slab, escarpment, floor, lag, stage, story, tier.
Plate, lamina, lamella, sheet, flake, scale, coat, pellicle, membrane, film, slice, shive, cut, shaving, rasher, board, plank, platter, trencher, spatula.
Stratification, scaliness, a nest of boxes, coats of an onion.
(Verbs). To slice, shave, etc.
(Adjectives). Lamellar, laminated, lamelliform, laminiferous, scaly, filmy, membranous, flaky, foliated, foliaceous, stratified, stratiform, tabular.

205. Filament (Substantives), line, fibre, fibril, hair, capillament, gossamer, wire, thread, cord, rope, yarn, etc. (see 45), cilium.
Strip, shred, slip, spill, list, string, band, tillet, fascia, ribbon (or ribband); roll, lath, splinter, shiver, shaving; arborescence, see 256.
A hair's breadth.
(Adjectives). Filamentous, fibrinous, hairy, capillary, thread-like, wiry, fibrillous, stringy.

206. Height (Substantives), altitude, elevation, eminence, pitch, loftiness, sublimity.
Stature, tallness, procerity, culmination, see Summit (210).
A giant, grenadier, colossus, giraffe.
Alps, mountain, mount, hill, hillock, monticule, fell, moorland, hummock, knap, knoll, cape, headland, foreland, promontory, ridge, pike, uplands, highlands.

207. Lowness (Substantives), lowlands, depression, a molehill, recumbency, prostration, see Horizontality (213).
A ground floor, rez de chaussée (191), hold.
(Verbs). To be low, etc., crouch, slouch, lie flat.
To lower, depress (306), take down a peg, prostrate, subvert.
(Adjectives). Low, neap, debased, nether, prostrate, flat.
SEC. II. Depth—Shallowness

rising ground, downs, mound, mole, steeps, bluff, cliff, crag, vantage ground, tor, eagle's nest, crow's nest.

Tower, pillar, column, obelisk, monument, steeple, spire, minaret, turret, cupola, pilaster.

Pole, pikestaff, maypole, flagstaff, topmast, topgallant mast, crow's nest.

Ceiling, roof, awning, canopy (see 210), attic, loft, garret, house-top.

Growth, upgrowth (194).

(Verbs). To be high, etc., to tower, soar, ride, beetle, hover, cap, overtop, culminate, overhang, hang over, impend, bestride, mount, surmount, to cover (223), perch.

To render high, to heighten, exalt, see Elevate (307), perch up, perk up, buck up.

To become high, grow, upgrow, soar, tower, rise (305).

(Adjectives). High, elevated, eminent, exalted, lofty, supernal, tall, towering, beetling, soaring, stalwart, colossal, gigantic. Patagonian, culminating, raised, elevated, etc., perked up, hanging (gardens), crowning.

Upland, mountainous, cloud-touching, heaven-kissing, cloud-topt, cloud-capt, alpine, aerial.

Upper, uppermost, topgallant.

Overhanging, impending, incumbent, overlying, superimcumbent, suprernatant, superimposed, hovering, hilly, moorland.

(Phrases). Tall as a maypole; tall as a steeple; tall as a poplar.

(Adverbs). On high, high up, aloft, above, aloof, overhead, in the clouds, on tiptoe, on stilts, on the shoulders of, over head and ears.

Over, upwards, from top to bottom, from top to toe, from head to foot, a capite ad calcem.

208. DEPTH (Substantives), 209. SHALLOWNESS (Substantives), shoalness, shoals.

(Adjectives). Shallow, skin-deep, superficial, shoaly.

A hollow, pit, shaft, well, crater, gulf, abyss, bottomless pit, hell.

Soundings, submersion, plunge, dive (310).

(Verbs). To be deep, etc.

To render deep, etc., to deepen, sink, submerge, plunge, dip, dive (310).

To dig, scoop out, hollow, sink, delve (252).
Verticality—Horizontality

(Adjectives). Deep, deep-seated, profound, sunk, buried, submerged, etc., subaqueous, submarine, subterranean, underground, subterrine, abyssal.

Bottomless, soundless, fathomless, unfathomable.

Phrases. Deep as a well; knee-deep.

Adverbs. Beyond one’s depth, out of one’s depth, underground.

Phrase. Over head and ears.

210. Summit (Substantives), summity, top, vertex, apex, zenith, pinnacle, acme, climax, culminating point, pitch, meridian, sky, pole, watershed.

Tip, tip-top, crest, crow’s nest, eagle’s nest, peak, turning point, pole.

Crown, brow, nib, head, nob, nodule, pate.

Capital, cornice, sconce, pediment, entablature, frieze.

Roof, ceiling, thatch, tiling, slating, awning, canopy, see Cover (223).

(Adjectives). Top, topmost, uppermost, tip-top, culminating, meridian, capital, head, polar, supreme, crowning.

211. Base (Substantives), basement, plinth, foundation, substratum, ground, earth, pavement, floor, paving, flag, ground floor, deck, substructure, footing, groundwork.

The bottom, nadir, foot, sole, toe, root, keel.

(Adjectives). Bottom, undermost, nethermost, fundamental, basement.

212. Verticality (Substantives), erectness, uprightness, perpendicularity, right angle, normal, azimuth, circle.

Wall, precipice, cliff.

Erection, raising, rearing.

(Verbs). To be vertical, etc., to stand up, to stand on end, to stand erect, to stand upright, to stick up.

To render vertical, to set up, stick up, erect, rear, raise up, cock up, raise on its legs.

(Adjectives). Vertical, upright, erect, perpendicular, normal, straight, standing up, etc., up on end, bolt upright, rampant.

(Adverbs). Up, vertically, etc., on end, up on end, à plumb

213. Horizontality (Substantives), a level, plane, dead level, flatness (251).

Recumbency, lying, lying down, reclination, decumbence, decumbency, discumbency, acubation, supination, resupination, prostration, azimuth.

A plain, floor, flat, platform, bowling-green, plateau, terrace, esplanade, offset, parterre, table-land.

(Verbs). To be horizontal, recumbent, etc., to lie, recline, lie down, couch, sit down, squat, lie flat, lie prostrate, sprawl, loll.

To render horizontal, etc., to lay, lay down; level, flatten, prostrate, knock down, floor.

(Adjectives). Horizontal, level, plane, flat, even, discoid.

Recumbent, decumbent,
accumbent, lying, prone, supine, couchant, couching, Jacent, prostrate, squat, squatting, on one's back, on all fours, sitting, reclining.

(Adverbs). Horizontally, etc., on one's back, etc.

214. Pendency (Substantives), dependency, suspension, hanging.
- A pedicle, peduncle, tail, train, flap, skirt, pig-tail, pendulum.
- A peg, knob, button, hook, nail, ring, staple, knot (45), tenter hook.

(Verbs). To be pendent, etc., to hang, swing, dangle, swing, dangle, flap, trail.

To suspend, hang, sling, hook up, hitch, fasten to.

(Adjectives). Pendent, pendulous, pensile, hanging, dependent, swinging, etc., suspended, etc., loose, flowing.

Having a peduncle, etc., pedunculate, tailed, caudate.

(Adverbs). Dingle-dangle.

215. Support (Substantives), ground, foundation, base, basis, T{a}ra firma, fulcrum, *point d'appui, πόντος στῆνει, locus stani, landing, landing-place, resting-place, groundwork, substratum, floor, bed, stull, berth, lap.

A supporter, prop, stand, anvil, fulciment, stay, shore, truss, sleeper, staff, stick, crutch, stirrup, stilts, alpenstock, bâton.

Post, pillar, shaft, column, pediment, pedicle, pedestal, plinth (211).

A frame, framework, scaffold, skeleton, beam, rafter, lintel, joist, travis, trave, corner-stone, stanchion, summer, girder, tie-beam (45), columella, back-bone, key-stone, axle, axle-tree, axis.

A board, form, ledge, platform, floor, stage, shelf, hob, bracket, arbor, rack, mantel, mantel-piece, counter, slab, console, dresser, flange, corbel, table, trestle, shoulder, perch, truss, horse, easel, desk.

A seat, throne, dais, divan, musnud, chair, bench, sofa, settee, couch, fauteuil, stool, tripod, footstool, tabouret, trevot, woollsack, ottoman, settle, squab, bench, saddle, pillow, hussock, cushion.

Bed, pillow, bolster, mattress, shakedown, tester, pallet, hammock, crib, cradle, cot, paillasse.

Atlas, Porsides, Atlantes, Caryatides, Herōes.

(Verbs). To be supported, etc., to lie, sit, recline, lean, loll, abut, bear, rest, stand, step, repose, etc., on, be based on, bestride, saddle.

To support, bear, carry, hold, sustain, shoulder, uphold, hold up, upbear, prop, underprop, shore up, underpin.

To give, furnish, afford, supply, lend, etc., support or foundations, to bottom, to found, embed.

(Adjectives). Supported, etc., astride on, astraddle, fundamental.

216. Parallelism (Substantives), coextension.

(Verbs). To be parallel, etc.

217. Obliquity (Substantives), inclination, slope, slopences, leaning, slant, crookedness, bias,
Inversion—Crossing

(Adjectives). Parallel, coextensive.

(Adverbs). Alongside, abreast, beside.

(Phrases). Side by side; cheek by jowl (or jowl).

bend, bevel, tilt, swag, cant, lurch.

(Phrase). The tower of Pisa.

Acclivity, uphill, rise, ascent, gradient, rising ground, bank.

Declivity, downhill, fall, deprevity.

A gentle or rapid slope, easy ascent or descent, Montague Russe.

Steepness, precipitousness, cliff, precipice, escarpment, measure of inclination, clinometer.

Diagonal, zigzag, distortion, hypotenuse, see Angle (244).

(Verbs). To be oblique, etc., to slope, slant, lean, incline, shelf, stoop, descend, bend, heel, careen, sag, swag, seel, slouch, cant, sidle.

To render oblique, etc., to slope, tilt, bend, incline, etc., distort.

(Adjectives). Oblique, inclined, leaning, recumbent, clinal, sloping, shelving, skew, askew, slant, aslant, slanting, plagiodrall, indirect, distorted, wry, awry, ajec, crooked, canted, tilted, biased, swaggering, bevel, slouched, slouching, etc., out of the perpendicular.

Uphill, rising, ascending.

Downhill, falling, descending, declining, dovex, anticlinal.

Steep, abrupt, precipitous, breakneck.

Diagonal, transverse, athwart, transversal, antiparallel.

(Adverbs). Obliquely, etc., on one side, askew, edgewise, askant, sideways, slopewise, all on one side.

(Phrase). Facilis descensus Averni.

218. Inversion (Substantives), contraposition, overturn, somerset (somersault or summerset), culbrute, subversion, retroversion, reversion, interversion, eversion, transposition, anastrophy, metatasis, pronation and supination, overturn, antipodes (237).

(Verbs). To be inverted, etc.

To render inverted, etc., to invert, reverse, upset, overset, overturn, turn over, upturn, subvert, retrovert, transpose, turn topsy-turvy, tilt over, culbute, topple over, capsize.

(Adjectives). Inverted, inverse, upside down, topsy-turvy, top heavy.

219. Crossing (Substantives), intersection, decussation, transversion.

Reticulation, network, inosculcation, anastomosis, interweaving, twining, intertwining, matting, plaiting, interdigation, mortoise.

Net, plexus, web, mesh, twill, skein, felt, lace, wicker, mat, trellis, lattice, grating, gridiron, tracery, fretwork, filigree, reticle.

Cross, chain, wreath, braid, cat's cradle, dovetail, mortise, St. Andrew's cross.

(Verbs). To cross, intersect, decussate, interlace, intertwine, intertwist, entwine, weave, inter-
Covering—Centrality

(Adverbs). Inversely, topsyturvy, etc., inside out, hirdie-girdie.

(Phrases). The cart before the horse; head over heels; the wrong side up; ὑπέρθηκαν πρότερον.

Woven, inwoven, twine, twist, wreath, interdigitate, anastomose, inosculate, dovetail.

To mat, plait, plait, braid, felt, twill, tangle, entangle, ravel, net, knot, dishevel, raddle.

(Adjectives). Crossing, intersecting, etc., crossed, intersected, matted, etc., crucial, cruciform.

Retiform, reticulated, areolar, cancelled, grated, barred, streaked.


3°. CENTRICAL DIMENSIONS

1. General

220. EXTERIORITY (Substantives), the outside, the exterior, surface, superficies, superstratum, excentricity, extremity.

Disc, face, facet, front (234), skin.

(Verbs). To be exterior, etc.
To place exteriorly, or outwardly, to turn out.

(Adjectives). Exterior, external, outer, outward, outlying, outside, superficial, skin-deep, frontal, discoid, extraregarding, excentric, extrinsic.

(Adverbs). Externally, etc., out, without, outwards.

(Phrases). Out of doors; extra muros; ab extra; in the open air; sub Jove; à la belle étoile; al fresco.

221. INTERIORITY (Substantives), the inside, interior, interspace, substratum, subsoil.

Vitals, viscer a, pith, marrow, heart, bosom, breast, entails, bowels, belly, intestines, guts, womb, lap, backbone, penetralia, inmost recesses, cave, cavern, etc. (191).

(Verbs). To be interior, internal, within, etc.
To place or keep within, to enclose, circumscribe, see 231, 232.

(Adjectives). Interior, internal, inner, inside, inward, intraregarding, inmost, innermost, deep-seated, intestine, intestinal, inward, interstitial, subcutaneous, hinterland.

Home, domestica, indoor.

(Adverbs). Internally, inwards, inwardly, within, inly, thercin, ab intra, withinside, indoors, within doors, at home.

222. COVERING (Substantives), cover, roof, canopy, awning, tar-paulin, tippet, tent, lid, covercile, operculum (263), shed.

Integument, skin, tegument, pellicle, fleece, cuticle, scarfskin, epidermis, hide, pelt, peal, crust.

223. CENTRALITY (Substantives), mediety (68), centrality, centre, middle, focus, core, kernel, nucleus, nucleolus, heart, pole, axis, bull’s-eye, nave, umbilicus, concentration, centralisation.

That is, Dimensions having reference to a centre.
bark, rind, cortex, husk, scale, shell, capsule, coat, tunic, tunicle, sheath, case, theca, sheathing, wrapping, wrapper, envelope, veneer, blanket.

Superposition, coating, paint, varnish, anointing, inunction, incrustation, plaster, stucco.

(Verbs). To cover, superpose, superimpose, overspread, wrap, lap, overlap, face, case, incase, veneer.

To coat, paint, varnish, pay, daub, bedaub, encrust, stucco, dab, smear, anoint, do over, gild, japan lacquer (or lacquer).

(Phrase). To lay it on thick.

(Adjectives). Covering, etc., cutaneous, dermal, cortical, cuticular, tegumentary, skinny, scaly, squamous, imbricated, epidermal, loricated.

225. Investment (Substantives), dress, clothing, raiment, drapery, costume, attire, toilet, trim, habiliment, vesture, apparel, wardrobe, fancy dress, accoutrement, outfit, trousseau, uniform, regiments, equipment, livery, gear, harness, turn out, caparison, suit, rigging, trappings, slops, traps, frippery.

Dishabille, morning-dress, dressing-gown, undress, rags, negligé.

Clothes, garment, garb, garniture, vestment, robe, tunic, paletot, habit, gown, coat, frock, stole, blouse, toga, haik, smockfrock, bodice.

Cloak, mantle, mantlet, shawl, wrapper, veil, tippet, kirtle, plaid, mantilla, tabard, bornouse (or burnoose), roquelaure, overcoat, greatcoat, surcoat, spencer, wrap-rascal, susplice, cassock, pallium, etc., mask, domino, cardinal, pelerine.

Jacket, vest, jerkin, waistcoat,

(Verbs). To be central, etc.
To render central, centralise, concentrate.
To bring to a focus.

(Adjectives). Central, centrical, middle, median, azygous, axial, focal, umbilical, concentric.

(Adverbs). Middle, midst, centrally, etc.

224. Lining (Substantives), coating, facing, internal incrustation, stalactite, stalagmite, wainscot, parietes, wall.
Filling, stuffing, wadding.

(Verbs). To line, incrust, stuff, face.

(Adjectives). Lined, incrusted, stuffed, wadded.

226. Divestment (Substantives), nudity, bareness, nakedness, baldness, undress, dishabille, threadbareness.

Denuding, nudation, denudation, stripping, uncovering, decortication, peeling, flaying, excoriatio, desquamation, molting, exfoliation.

(Verbs). To divest, uncover, denude, bare, strip, unclotche, undress, unrobe, disrobe, disapparel, disarray, take off, doff, cast off, peel, pare, decorticate, uncoif, excoriate, skin, flay, expose, exfoliate, lay open, unroof, uncase, unsheathe, moult.

(Adjectives). Bare, naked, nude, stripped, denuded, undressed, unclothed, uncovered, exposed, in dishabille, in buff, bald, threadbare, ragged, callow, roofless.

(Phrases). In a state of nature; stark naked; in puris naturalibus; bald as a coot; as bare as the back of one's hand; out at elbows.
doublet, gaberdine, camisole, stays, corselet, corset, cestus, petticoat, kilt, stomacher, kirtle, apron, pinafore.

Trousers, breeches, pantaloon, pants, overalls, inexpressibles, smalls, tights, pyjamas.

Cap, hat, beaver, castor, bonnet, hood, headgear, head-dress, kerchief, scarf, coiffure, coif, tartan, skull-cap, calotte, cowl, chaplet, capote, calash, pelt, wig, peruke, periwig, caftan, turban, fez, helmet, shako, casque.

Shirt, smock, shift, chemise, drawers, collar, cravat, neck-cloth, stock, handkerchief, scarf.

Shoe, pump, boot, jackboot, slipper, goloche, legging, buskin, greaves, galligaskins, mocassin, gamache, gambado, gaiter, stocking, sock, hose, sandal.

Glove, gauntlet (or gauntlet), mitten, muff.

(Verbs). To invest, cover, envelop, lap, involve, inwrap (or enwrap), wrap up, lap up, sheathe, vest, clothe, array, enrobe, dress, dignify, attire, apparel, accoutre, trick out, rig, fit out, invest, caparison, adorn, invest, don, put on, wear, huddle on, slip on, roll up in, muffle, perk, mantle, swathe, swaddle, circumvest, equip, harness.

(Adjectives). Invested, clothed, arrayed, dignified, etc., clad, shod, etc.

227. **Circumjacence** (Substan-tives), circumambiance, encompassment, atmospheric, medium, outpost, skirt, outskirts, boulevards, suburbs, purlieus, precincts, faubourgs, environs, entourage, banlieue.

(Verbs). To lie around, surround, beset, compass, encompass, envelop, enclose, encircle, embrace, circumvent, lap, gird, begird, engird, skirt, twine round, see 229.

(Adjectives). Circumjacent, ambient, circumambient, surrounding, etc., circumfluent, circumferential, suburban, land-locked, begirt, buried in (363), immersed in (301), embosomed, in the bosom of.

(Adverbs). Around, about, without, on every side, on all sides, right and left, all around, round about.

228. **Interjacence** (Substan-tives), intervenience, interlocation, intervention, insertion, interposition, interdigation, interpolation, interlineation, intercurrent, intrusion, obtrusion, insinuation, intercalation, insertion, interference, permeation, infiltration.

An intermedium, a go-between, bodkin, intruder, interloper, parenthesis, fly-leaf, see Mean (88).

A partition, septum, diaphragm, party-wall.

A half-way house.

(Verbs). To lie, come, or get between, intervene, intrude, slide in, permeate, to put between, interpose, interject, throw in, wedge in, thrust in, foist in, insert, intercalate, interpolate, interline, interleave, interlard, interdigitate, dovetail, worm in, insinuate, obtrude (301), intersperse, infiltrate.
phy, ambit, circuit, lines, tournure, contour, profile, silhouette.

Zone, belt, girth, band, baldric, zodiac, cordon, girdle, cingle, clasp, girter.

236. **Edge** (*Substantives*), verge, brink, brow, brim, margin, border, skirt, rim, side, mouth, jaws, lip, muzzle, door, porch, portal (260), coast.

Frame, flounce, frill, list, fringe, edging, hem, selvedge, welt, furbelow.

(*Adjectives*). Border, marginal, coastal, skirting.

231. **Circumscription** (*Substantives*), limitation, enclosure, confinement, shutting up, circumvallation, entombment.

Imprisonment, incarceration (751).

(*Verbs*). To circumscribe, limit, bound, confine, enclose, surround (227), compass about, impound, restrict, restrain (751), shut in, shut up, lock up, bottle up, hem in, hedge in, wall in, rail in, fence, picket, pen, enfold, coop, encage, cage, entomb, bury, immerse, incase, encase, pack up, seal up, wrap up (223), etc.

(*Adjectives*). Circumscribed, etc., imprisoned, pent up (754).

232. **Inclosure** (*Substantives*), envelope, case, box, etc. (191), pen, penfold, pound, paddock, wall, hedge, hedgerow, brook, espalier.

Barrier, bar, gate, gateway, door, barricade, cordon.

Dike (or dyke), ditch, foss, moat.

Fence, pales, paling, balustrade, rail, railing, palisade, battlement, rampart, embankment, etc. (717), circumvallation, contravallation.

233. **Limit** (*Substantives*), boundary, bounds, confine, term, bourn, kerb-stone, line of demarcation, termination, stint, frontier, precinct, marches, line of circumvallation, the pillars of Hercules, the Rubicon, the turning point, the last word, the ne plus ultra.

(*Adjectives*). Definite, conterminant, conterminable, terminal frontier.

2. **Special**

234. **Front** (*Substantives*), face, anteriority, fore-part, fore-rank, fore-ground, van, vanguard, advanced guard, outpost, proscenium, façade, frontispiece, disk.

Forehead, visage, physiognomy, phiz, countenance, mug, beak, rostrum, bow, stem, prow, proere.

235. **Rear** (*Substantives*), back, posteriority, the rear rank, rear guard, the background, heels, tail, rump, croup, breech, dorsum, dorsal region, stern, poop, after-part, heel-piece, wake.

(In a medal), the reverse.

(*Verbs*). To be in the rear, behind, etc., to fall astern, to bend backwards.
Pioneer, avant courcier.
(In a medal), the obverse.
(Verbs). To be in front, etc., to front, face, confront, bend forwards, etc.
(Adjectives). Fore, anterior, frontal.
(Adverbs). Before, in front, ahead, right ahead, in the van, foremost, vis-à-vis, in the foreground, face to face, before one's eyes, in the lee of.

236. Laterality (Substantives), side, flank, quarter, hand, cheek, jole, wing, profile, temple, loin, haunch, hip, broadside, lee-side.
East, orient.
West, occident.
(Verbs). To be on one side, etc., to flank, outflank, to sidle, skirt.
(Adjectives). Lateral, sidelong, collateral, sideling, many-sided, oriental, occidental, eastward, westward.
(Adverbs). Sideways, side by side (216), sidelong, abreast, alongside, aside, by the side of, to windward, or to leeward.
(Phrase). Cheek by jowl.

238. Dextrality (Substantives), right, right hand, dexter, off side, starboard.
(Adjectives). Dextral, righthanded, ambidextral.

237. Anteposition (Substantives), opposite side, contraposition, reverse, inverse, antipodes, opposition, inversion (218).
Polarity, opposite poles, North and South Poles.
(Verbs). To be opposite, etc., subtend.
(Adjectives). Opposite, reverse, inverse, antipodal, sub-contrary.
Fronting, facing, diametrically opposite, vis-à-vis.
Boreal, arctic, Austral, antarctic.
(Adverbs). Over, over the way, over against, facing, against, fronting (234), to face, subtending.

239. Sinistrality (Substantives), left, left hand, sinister, near side, larboard, port.
(Adjectives). Sinistral, left-handed.

SECTION III.—FORM

1°. General Form

240. Form (Substantives), figure, shape, configuration, make, formation, frame, construction, conformation, efformation, cut, set, trim, build, make, stamp, cast, mould, fashion, structure.

241. Absence of form.

AMORPHISM (Substantives), disfigurement, defacement, mutilation, informity, see Deformity (846).
Vandalism, vandal.
(Verbs). To destroy form,
Feature, lineament, phase, turn, attitude, poses, plastiques.
Science of form, Morphology.
Similarity of form, isomorphism.
Formation, figuration, efformation, sculpture.
(Verbs). To form, shape, figure, fashion, efform, carve, cut, chisel, hew, rough-hew, cast, rough-cast, hammer out, trim, lick into shape, mould, sculpture, cast, stamp.
(Adjectives). Formed, etc., receiving form, plastic, flectile.
Giving form, plasmic.

242. Regularity of form.
SYMMEONY (Substantives), shapeliness, uniformity, finish, see Beauty (845), arborescence (266).
(Adjectives). Symmetrical, regular, shapely, well-set, uniform, finished, etc., arborescent (266).
Teres atque rotundus.

243. Irregularity of form.
DISTORTION (Substantives), twist, wryness, detortion, contortion, malformation, see Ugliness (846), teratology.
(Verbs). To distort, twist, wrest, writhe, contort.
(Adjectives). Irregular, unsymmetrical, distorted, twisted, wry, awry, askew, crooked, on one side, hump-backed, hunch-backed.
(Phrase). All manner of ways.

2°. SPECIAL FORM

244. Angularity (Substantives), angularness, angle, cusp, bend, elbow, knee, knuckle, groin, crinkle, aduncity, hook, crook, crotch, crutch, crane, fluke, scythe, sickle, zig-zag, kimbo, anfractuosity; Fold (see 253), Corner (see 182).
Fork, bifurcation, dichotomy.
A right angle, see Perpendicularity (212), salient and re-entering angles.
A polygon, square, triangle, etc., lozenge, diamond, rhomb, etc., wedge.
(Verbs). To bend, crook, hook, fork, bifurcate, crinkle.
(Adjectives). Angular, bent, crooked, hooked, aduncous, aquiline, jagged, serrated, falciform, falcated, furcated, forked, bifurcate, zig-zag; dovetailed, knock-kneed, crinkled, kimbo, geniculated, polygonal, etc., fusiform, wedge-shaped, cuneiform.

245. Curvature (Substantives), curvation, incurvity, incurvation, bend, flexure, flexion, bought, A straight line, a light line, a bending, deflexion, inflexion, arcuation, devextity, turn, de-

246. Straightness (Substantives), rectilinearity, directness.
(Verbs). To be straight, etc.
viation, détour, sweep, sinuosity, curl, curling, bough, winding, recurvity, recurvation, flexibility (324).
A curve, arc, arch, arcade, vault, bow, crescent, half-moon, lunule, horse-shoe, loop, crane-neck, conchoïd, etc.
(Verbs). To be curved, etc., to decline, turn, trend, deviate, re-enter, sweep.
To render curved; to bend, curve, incurvate, deflect, inflect, crook, turn, round, arch, arcuate, bow, curl, recurve, frizzle.
(Adjectives). Curved, bent, etc., curvilinear (or curvilineal), devex, recurved, recurvous, crump, bowed, crooked, arched, vaulted, arcuated, hooked, falcated, falciform, crescentic, semilunar, semicircular, conchoïdal, luniform, lunular, cordiform, heart-shaped, tenticular, cardoid, reniform; bow-kneed, bow-legged, bandy-legged, knock-kneed, devious.

247. Simple circularity.
CIRCULARITY (Substantives), roundness.
A circle, circlet, ring, areola, hoop, roundlet, annulus, annulet, bracelet, ringlet, eye, loop, wheel, cycle, orb, orbit, rundle, zone, belt, cordon, band, sash, girdle, cestus, cinature, baldrick, fillet, fascia, wreath, garland, crown, corona, coronet, chaplet, necklace; noose, lasso.
An ellipse, oval, ovule, ellipsoid, cycloid, epicycloid, epicycle, etc.
(Verbs). To round, to encircle, environ, etc. (227).
(Adjectives). Round, rounded, circular, annular, orbicular.
Oval, elliptical, elliptic, ovate, egg-shaped; cycloidal, etc.; moniliform.

To render straight, to straighten, rectify, set or put straight, unbend, unfold, uncurl, uncoil, unroll, unwind, unravel, untwist, unwreathe, unwrap.
(Adjectives). Straight, rectilinear (or rectilineal), direct, even, right, in a line; unbent, not inclining, bending, turning, or deviating to either side; undeviating, unturned, undistorted, unswerving.
(Phrases). Straight as an arrow; as the crow flies.

248. Complex circularity.
CONVOLUTION (Substantives), winding, wave, undulation, circuit, tortuosity, anfractuosity, sinuosity, involution, sinuation, circumvolution, meandering, circumbendibus, twist, twirl, windings and turnings, ambages, insculation.
A coil, spiral, helix, corkscrew, worm, volute, rundle, scollop (or scollop).
Serpent, eel, maze, labyrinth.
(Verbs). To be convoluted, etc.
To wind, twine, turn and twist, twirl, wave, undulate, meander, scallop, inoscule; entwine, twist together.
(Adjectives). Convoluted, winding, twisting, contorted, waving, waved, wavy, undulating, undated, serpentine, anguilliform, mazy, tortuous, sinuous, flexuous, snaky, involved, sigmoidal, vermiform, vermicular, meandering;
scalloped (or scalloped), wreathed, wreathy, crisped, frizzled, 

ravelled, twisted, dishevelled.

Spiral, coiled, heliaca, turbinate.

(Adverbs). In and out.

249. ROTUNDITY (Substantives), cylindricity; cylinder, barrel, drum, cylindroid, roll, roller, rouleau, column, rolling-pin, rundle.

Cone, conoid; pear-shape, bell-shape.

Sphericity, spheroidity; globosity, a sphere, globe, ball, spheroid, ellipsoid, drop, sphereule, globule, vesicle, bulb, bullet, pellet, pelote, pill, clew, marble, pea, knob, pommeau.

(Verbs). To form into a sphere, render spherical, to sphere, to roll into a ball, give rotundity, etc.

(Adjectives). Rotund, cylindric, cylindrical, cylindroid, columnar, lumbriform; conic, conical.

Spherical, spheroidal, globular, globated, globous, globose, ovoid, egg-shaped, gibbs, bell-shaped, campaniform, campanulate, fungiform, bead-like, moniliform, pyriform.

(Phrases). Round as an apple; round as a ball; teres atque rotundus.

3°. Superficial Form

250. CONVEXITY (Substantives), prominence, projection, swelling, gibbosity, bulge, protuberance, intumescence, tumor, tuberosity, tubercle, tooth, knob, excrescence, elbow, process, apophysis, condyle, bulb, node, nodule, nodosity, tongue, dorsum, hump, hunch, bunch, boss, embossment, bump, clump, sugar-loaf, point (253), bow.

Pimple, wen, wheal, papula, pustule, carbuncle, corn, wart, furuncle, fungus, fungosity, exostosis, bleb, blister, blain.

Papilla, nipple, teat, pap, mamma, proboscis, nose, neb, beak, snout, nozzle, belly, back, shoulder, elbow, lip, flange.

Peg, button, stud, ridge, rib, jetty, jutty, snag, eaves; mole, cupola, dome, balcony.

Cameo, bas-relief, basso rievo, alto rilievo.

Mount, hill, etc. (206); cape, promontory, foreland, headland.

251. FLATNESS (Substantives), plane; see Horizontality (213), Layer (204), and Smoothness (255), plate, platter.

(Verbs). To render flat, flatten, smooth, level.

(Adjectives). Flat, plane, level, etc., flush, smooth.

(Phrases). Flat as a pancake; flat as a flounder; flat as a board; flat as my hand; a dead flat; a dead level.

252. CONCAVITY (Substantives), depression, hollow, hollowness, indentation, intaglio, cavity, dent, dint, dimple, follicle, pit, sinus, alveolus, lacuna, honeycomb, excavation, trough (259).

Cup, basin, crater, chalice, etc. (191), bowl, socket, thimble.

Valley, vale, dale, dell, dingle, glade, glen, cave, cell, cavern, cove, grotto, alcove, gully, cul-de-sac.

(Verbs). To be depressed, etc., to retire.
point of land, hummock, spur, hog's back, ridge.

(Verbs). To be prominent, etc., to project, bulge, jut out, bristle up, to hang over, beetle, bend over, protrude, barrow, stand out, stick out, poke out, stick up, start up, cock up, shoot up, swell.

To render prominent; to raise (see 307), to emboss.

(Adjectives). Prominent, projecting, bulging, etc., bowed, bold, tuberous, tuberculous, bossed, bossy, embossed, gibbous, salient, mammiform, in relief, bowed, arched, bellied, cornute, odontoid.

253. Sharpness (Substantives), pointedness, acuteness, acuity, acumination, spinosity, prickliness.

A point, spike, spine, spiculum, needle, aiguille, pin, prickle, prick, spear, bayonet, spur, rowel, barb, spit, cusp, horn, barb, snag, tag, thorn, briar, bramble, thistle, nib, tooth, tusk, spoke, cog, rachet, staple, bristle, beard, crag, chevaux de frise, crest, cone, peak, spire, pyramid, steeple, porcupine, hedgehog.

Cutting edge, wedge, edge-tool, knife, razor, scalpel, axe, adze, etc., bill-hook, cleaver, etc.

(Verbs). To be sharp, etc., to taper to a point, to bristle with.

To render sharp, etc., to sharpen, point, aculate, whet, barb, spiculate, bristle up.

(Adjectives). Sharp, pointed, conical, acute, acicular, aciform, aculeated, needle-shaped, spiked, spiky, ensiform, peaked, acuminate, salient, cusped, cornute, prickly, spiny, spinous, thorny, bristling, muricated, pectinated, studded, thistly, briary, cragged, craggy, snaggy, digitated, barbed, spurred, two-edged, tapering, fusiform, denticulated, toothed, cutting, sharp-edged.

Starlike, stellated, stelliform.
(Phrases). Sharp as a needle, as a razor.

254. Bluntness (Substantives), obtuseness, dullness.

(Verbs). To be blunt, etc., to render blunt, etc., to obtund, dull, take off the point or edge, turn.

(Adjectives). Blunt, obtuse, dull, bluff.

255. Smoothness (Substantives), evenness, level, etc. (213), polish, glass, glassiness, sleekness, slipperiness, lubricity, 256. Roughness (Substantives), unevenness, asperity, ruggedness, scabrousness, salebrosity, scragginess, craggi-
lubrication, down, velvet, macadam.

(Verbs). To smooth, smoothen, plane, polish, burnish, calender, glaze, iron, file, lubricate, macadamise, asphalt.

(Adjectives). Smooth, even, level, plane, sleek, polished, glazed, glossy, sleeky, silken, silky, velvety, glabrous, slippery, oily, soft, lubricated, unrinkled.

(Phrases). Smooth as glass, as velvet, as oil; slippery as an eel.

ness, craggedness, corrugation, nodosity, crispness, plumosity.

Arborescence, branching, ramification.

Brush, bur, beard, nap, shag, whisker, down, goatee, feather, plume, crest, tuft, panache, byasus, hair, wool, fur, mane, cilia, fringe, fimbriae, tress, moss, plush, velvet.

(Verbs). To be rough, etc.

To render rough, to roughen, crisp, crumple, corrugate, rumple.

(Adjectives). Rough, uneven, scabrous, gnarled, rugged, rugose, rugous, salebrous, unpolished, unsmooth, rough-hewn, craggy, cragged, scraggy, prickly.

Arborescent, dendriform, arboriform, branching, ramous, dendroid.

Feathery, plumose, tufted, fimbriated, hairy, ciliated, hirsute, flocculent, bushy, hispid, tomentous, downy, velvety, villous, bearded, pilous, shaggy, shagged, fringed, befringed, setaceous, setous, filamentous.

(Phrases). Rough as a bear; like quills upon the fretful porcupine.

257. Notch (Substantives), dent, nick, indent, indentation, dimple. Embrasure, battlement, saw, tooth, crenelle.

(Verbs). To notch, nick, cut, dent, indent, jag.

(Adjectives). Notched, etc., jagged, crenated, dented, dentated, denticulated, toothed, palmated, indented, fimbriated, serrated.

258. Fold (Substantives), plicature, plait, ply, crease, flexion, flexure, joint, elbow, doubling, duplicature, gather, wrinkle, rimple, crinkle, crankle, crumple, rumple, rivel, ruck, ruffle, dog's-ear, corrugation, frounce, pucker.

(Verbs). To fold, double, plicate, plait, crease, wrinkle, crinkle, crankle, curl, cockle up, cocker, rimple, frizzle, rumple, frounce, rivel, twill, corrugate, ruffle, crimple, pucker, to turn down, turn under, tuck, ruck.

(Adjective). Folded, etc.

259. Furrow (Substantives), groove, rut, sulcus, scratch, streak, stric, crack, score, rib.

Channel, gutter, trench, ditch, dike, moat, foss, trough, kennel, chamfer, ravine (see 198), fluting.

(Verbs). To furrow, etc., flute, plough.

(Adjectives). Furrowed, etc., ribbed, striated, sulcated, fluted, canaliculated, bisulcate, trisulcate, etc., corduroy, corrugated.

260. Opening (Substantives), hole, foramen, perforation, win-

261. Closure (Substantives), occlusion, blockade, shutting up,
dow, eye, eyelet, key-hole, loop-hole, port-hole, mouse-hole, pigeon-hole, eye of a needle, pin-hole, puncture.

Aperture, apertness, hiation, yawning, oscitancy, dehiscence, patefaction, pandication, see Interval (199).

Orifice, inlet, mouth, throat, muzzle, gullet, wizen, nozzle, portal, porch, gate, gateway, door, embouchure, doorway, arcade.

Channel, passage, pass, tube, pipe, vessel, tubule, canal, thoroughfare, gut, fistula, ajutage, tap, chimney, flue, funnel, gully, tunnel, main, adit, pit, shaft, gallery, alley, aisle, glade, vista, bore, mine, calibre, pore, follicle, porousness, lacunæ.

Sieve, cullender, colander, cribble, riddle, screen, honeycomb.

Apertion, perforation, piercing, boring, mining, terebration, drilling, etc., empalement, pertusion, puncture, acupuncture, penetration (302).

(Verbs). To open, gape, yawn.

To perforate, lay open, pierce, empierce, bore, mine, drill, scoop out, tunnel, transpierce, transfix, enfilade, empale, spike, spear, gore, stab, pink, stick, prick, riddle, punch, to stave in.

(Phrase). To cut a passage through.
To uncover, unrip, stave in.
(Adjectives). Open, pierced, perforated, etc., perforate, wide open, ajar, unclosed, unstopped, patulous, oscitant, gaping, yawning, patent.

Tubular, cannular, fistulous, pervious, permeable, foraminous, porous, follicular, cribriform, honey-combed, infundibular.

282. PERFORATOR (Substantives), borer, auger, gimlet, stylet, drill, wimble, awl, scoop, terrier, corkscrew, dibble, trepan, probe, bodkin, needle, stiletto, rimer, warder, lancet, punch, spike, bit, gouge.
(Verbs). To spike, gouge, scoop, punch, lance.

filling up, plugging, sealing, obstruction, infarction, impassability, blocking up, obstriction, constipation, blind alley, blind corner, Cul-de-sac, cæcum.

Imperforation, imperviousness, impermeability.
(Verbs). To close, occlude, plug, block up, fill up, blockade, obstruct, stop, bung up, seal, plumb, cork up, shut up, choke, throttle, ram down, dam up, cram, stuff up.
(Adjectives). Closed, shut, unopened, occluded, etc., impervious, imperforate, cæcal, impassable, invious, pathless, untrodden, unpierced, unventilated, impermeable, imporous, operculated, air-tight.
(Phrase). Hermetically sealed.

263. STOPPER (Substantives), stopple, plug, cork, bung, spigot, spike, spill, stopcock, tap, stop-gate, rammer, ramrod, piston, wadding, tompon, stuffing, tourniquet.
Cover, lid, operculum, covering, covercle, door, etc. (see 223), valve.
A janitor, doorkeeper, porter, warder, beadle, Cerberus.
SECTION IV.—MOTION

1°. Motion in General

264. Successive change of place.\(^1\)

Motion (Substantives), movement, transit, transition, move, cinematics, moving pictures, going, etc., passage, course, stir.

Step, gait, post, footfall, carriage, transference (270), locomotion (266).

Mobility, restlessness, unrest, movableness, inquietude, flux.

(Verbs). To be moving, etc., to move, go, stir, hie, gang, budge, pass, flit, shift, glide, roll, roll on, flow (347, 348), sweep along, wander (279), change or shift one's place or quarters, dodge, keep going.

(Adjectives). Moving in motion, on the move, going, transitional.

Shifting, movable (270), mobile, restless, nomadic, wandering, vagrant, discursive, erratic (279), mercurial, unquiet.

(Adverbs). In transitu, under way, on the road.

265. Quiescence (Substantives), rest, stillness, stagnation, stagnancy, fixedness, immobility, catalepsy, indisturbance.

Quiet, tranquillity, calm, calmness, sedentariness, quietum, peace.

Pause, suspension, suspense, lull, stop, stoppage, interruption, stopping, stand, standstill, standing still, lying to, repose (687), respite.

Lock, dead-lock, dead stop, embargo.

Resting-place, anchorage, moorings, bivouac, port, post (189, 666), bed, pillow, etc. (215).

(Verbs). To be quiescent, etc., to remain, stand, stand still [lay to], lie to, pull up, hold, halt, stop, anchor, stop short, rest, pause, repose, keep quiet, take breath, stagnate, settle.

To stay, tarry, sojourn, dwell (186), pitch one's tent, cast anchor, settle, encamp, bivouac, moor, tether, picket, plant oneself, alight, land, etc. (293), ride at anchor.

(Phrases). Not to stir a peg or step; go to bed; to come to a standstill; to come to a deadlock.

To stop, suspend, arrest, avast, hold one's hand, interrupt, intermit, discontinue (142), put a stop to, quell, becalm.

(Phrases). To bring to a standstill; to lay an embargo on.

(Adjectives). Quiescent, still, motionless, moveless, at rest, stationary, untravelled, at a stand, stock-still, standing still, sedentary, undisturbed, unruffled, fast, stuck fast, fixed, transfixed, rooted, moored, aground, at anchor, tethered, becalmed, stagnant, quiet, calm, peaceful, unmoved, im-

\(^1\) A thing cannot be said to move from one place to another unless it passes in succession through every intermediate place: hence motion is only such a change of place as is successive. "Rapid or swift as thought" are therefore incorrect expressions.
movable, restful, cataleptic, irremovable, stable, steady, steadfast.

(Phrases). Still as a statue; still as a post; quiet or still as a mouse.

(Adverbs). At a stand, at a standstill, etc., tout court, at anchor.

(Interjections). Soho! stop! stay! hustle! halt! hold hard!

266. Locomotion by land.

Journey (Substantives), travel, travelling, excursion, expedition, tour, trip, circuit, peregrination, disquisition, ramble, pilgrimage, course, ambulation, march, marching, walk, walking, promenade, stroll, saunter, stalk, noctambulation, perambulation, ride, equitation, drive, jog-trot, airing, jaunt.

Roving, vagrancy, flit, flitting, migration, emigration, immigration, intermigration, demigration.

Plan, itinerary, road book, guide.

Procession, caravan, cavalcade.

Organs and instruments of locomotion; legs, feet, wings, pinions, pennon, oar, sail, locomotive, vehicle (272, 273), bicycle, cycle, tricycle.

Car, autocar, motor car, omnibus, bus, tube, underground railway, tram.

(Verbs). To travel, journey, walk, ramble, roam, rove, course, wander, perambulate, stroll, straggle, expatiate, gad about; to go or take a walk, journey, tour, turn, trip, etc.; to prow, stray, saunter, make a tour, emigrate, flit, migrate.

To walk, march, step, tread, pace, wend, wend one's way, promenade, perambulate, circumambulate, take a walk, take the air, trudge, stalk, stride, strut, foot it, stomp, peg on, bundle, toddle, shuffle on, tramp, traverse, bend one's steps, thread one's way, make one's way, find one's way, tread a path, take a course, take wing, take flight, defile, file off.

(Phrase). To pad the hoof.

Ride, jog on, trot, amble, canter, gallop, take horse, prance, fisk, fuster, caracoler, to have a run.

267. Locomotion by water, or air.

Navigation (Substantives), voyage, sail, cruise, circumnavigation, peripus.

Aeroplane, monoplane, biplane, balloon, steamer, yacht, etc.

Natation, swimming, drifting.

Flight, flying, volitation, aeronautics, aerostatics, balloonry.

(Verbs). To sail, make sail, warp, put to sea, navigate, take ship, get under way, spread sail, spread canvas, carry sail, plough the waves, plough the deep, walk the waters, scud, boom, drift, course, cruise, coast, circumnavigate.

To row, paddle, scull, steam.

To swim, float, buffet the waves, skim, effleuré, dive, wade.

To fly, be wafted, hover, soar.

(Phrases). To take wing; to take flight.

(Adjectives). Sailing, etc., sea-faring, under weigh, under sail, on the wing, volant, nautical, aerostatic.
To drive, slide, glide, skim, skate.
To go to, repair to, resort to, hie to.

(A)oxvexives). Travelling, etc., ambulatory, itinerant, peripatetic, discursive, vagrant, migratory, nomadic, on the wing, etc., circumforcanian.

(Adverbs). By the way, chemin faisant, on the road, en passeq, en route, on foot.

263. TRAVELLER (Substantives), wayfarer, voyager, itinerant, passenger, tourist, wanderer, rover, straggler, rambler, bird of passage, gad-about, vagrant, tramp, vagabond, nomad, pilgrim, Palmer, runner, courier, pedestrian, peripatetic, emigrant, fugitive.

Rider, horseman, equestrian, cavalier, jockey, postillion, rough-rider.

Mercury, Iris, Ariel, Comet.

270. TRANSMERENCE (Substantives), translocation, displacement, elocation, metations, metathesis, transposition (148), remotion, removal (185), relegation, deportation, extradition, conveyance, draft, carriage, carrying, convection, conduction.

Transmission, passage, transit, ferry, transport, gestation, portage, porterage, cartage, carting, shovelling, vectitation, vaction, vesture, shipment, freight, wafture, transportation, transumption, transplantation, translation, shifting, dodging, dispersion (13), traction (258), transmutal.

(Verbs). To transfer, convey, transmit, transport, carry, bear, carry over, pass forward, remove, etc. (185), transpose, shift, convey, conduct, convoy, send, relegate, turn over to, deliver, waft, ship, ferry over.

To bring, fetch, reach, draft.
To load, lade, charge, unload, shovel, ladle, decant, empty, break bulk.

(Adjectives). Transferred, etc., movable, portable, portative.

(Adverbs). From hand to hand, in transitu, from pillar to post

271. CARRIER (Substantives), porter, bearer, coolie, conveyer, conductor, locomotive.

Beast of burden, cattle, horse, blood-horse, steed, nag, palfry, galloway, charger, courser, racer, racehorse, hunter, jument, pony, filly, colt, barb, roan, jade, hack, bidet, pad, cob, tit, panch, roadster, goer, hack-bone, draft-horse, cart-horse, post-horse, ketch, shelly, bayard, mare, stallion, gelding, stud.

Pegasus, Bucephalus, Rozinante.

Ass, donkey, jackass, mule, hinny, sumpter mule.

Camel, dromedary, llama, zebra, elephant, carrier-pigeon.
272. **Vehicle (Substantives)**, conveyance.

Carriage, caravan, van, wagon, stage-wagon, cariole, wain, dray, cart, sledge, sled, truck, tumbrel, pontoon, barrow, wheelbarrow, handbarrow.

Equipage, turn out, carriage, coach, chariot, chaise, phaeton, curricle, tilbury, whisky, landau, berlin, droschki, désobligeant, diligence, stage, stage-coach, car, omnibus, cabriolet, cab, calash, brougham, clarence, buggy, tandem, shandredhan, kibitka, sedan chair, palanquin (or palanquin), litter, brancard, crate, hurdle, stretcher, hansom, taxicab.

Four-wheeler, hackney coach.

Shovel, spoon, spatula, ladle, hod.

punt, cog, kedge, outrigger, catamaran, fishing-boat, coracle, life-boat, gondola, felucca, caique, canoe, raft, float.

Balloon, air-balloon, aerostat, Montgolfier, pilot-balloon, kite.

(*Verbs*). Afloat, aboard.

---

273. **Ship (Substantives)**, vessel, bottom, craft, shipping, marine, fleet, flotilla, squadron, armada, navy, H.M.S., man-of-war, dreadnought, cruiser, torpedo, submarine, ship of the line, first-rate, flag-ship, frigate, brig, schooner, sloop, cutter, corvette, yacht, skiff, yawl, ketch, smack, hoy, lugger, barge, bark, wherry, lighter, hulk, buss, packet, gun-boat, transport.

Liner, merchantman, fire-ship, transport, slaver, steamer, steamboat, tug, collier, whaler, galley, galleyfoist, bilander, brigantine, dogger, clipper.

Argosy, gallion, galliot, palacca, tartane, junk, praam, saic, prahu, sampan, xebec.

Boat, long-boat, pinnace, launch, yacht, shallop, jolly-boat, gig, funny, dingy, bumboat, flyboat, wherry, cobble, cock-boat, punt, cog, kedge, outrigger, catamaran, fishing-boat, coracle, life-boat, gondola, felucca, caique, canoe, raft, float.

Balloon, air-balloon, aerostat, Montgolfier, pilot-balloon, kite.

(*Verbs*). Afloat, aboard.

---

274. **Velocity (Substantives)**, speed, celerity, swiftness, rapidity, fleetness, expedition, rapidity, quickness, age, speed, nimbleness, briskness, agility, promptness, promptitude, dispatch, pernicity, acceleration.

Gallop, canter, trot, run, rush, scampers, hand-gallop, amble; flight, dart, bolt, spurt, flying, etc.

Haste, bounce, bolt, precipitation, post-haste, hurry-scurry, precipitancy, etc. (684), forced march, race, steeplechase, Marathon race, full gallop.

---

275. **Slowness (Substantives)**, tardiness, dilatoriness, slackness, lentor, languor, drawl, see Inactivity (683).

Hobbling, creeping, lounging, etc., shambling, claudication, halting, jog-trot, dog-trot, mincing steps.

A slow-goer, dawdle, lingerer, slow coach, drone, tortoise, snail, slug.

Retardation, slackening, lentor.

(*Verbs*). To move slowly, to creep, crawl, lag, slug, drawl, dawdle, linger, loiter, plod,
Rate, pace, step, gait, course, progress.
Lightning, light, cannon-ball, wind, rocket, arrow, dart, quick-silver, telegraph, express train.
An eagle, antelope, courser, racehorse, gazelle, greyhound, hare, squirrel.
Mercury, Ariel, Camilla, Harlequin.

(Verbs). To move quickly; to trip, speed, haste, hie, hasten, press, press on, press forward, post, push on, whip, scamper, run, scud, scour, shoot, tear, whisk, sweep, skim, brush, glance, cut along, dash on, dash forward, trot, gallop, amble, troll, rush, bound, bounce, flounce, bolt, flit, spring, boom, dart, scramble, haste, hurry.

(Phrases). Fly off at a tangent; carry sail; crowd sail; take to one's heels; clap spurs to one's horse; to run like mad; ride hard; outstrip the wind; to make rapid strides; wing one's way; be off like a shot; run a race.

To hasten, accelerate, expedite, urge, whip, forward, hurry, precipitate, quicken pace, ride hard.

To keep up with, keep pace with, outrun, outstrip, gain ground.

(Adjectives). Fast, speedy, swift, rapid, full drive, quick, fleet, nimble, agile, expeditious, prompt, brisk, frisky, hasty, hurried, flying, etc., precipitate, furious, light-footed, nimble-footed, winged, eagle-winged, mercurial, electric, telegraphic, light-legged.

(Phrases). Swift as an arrow, as a doe, as a lamplighter; off like a shot; quick as lighting; quick as thought.¹

(Adverbs). Swiftly, with speed, speedily, trippingly, etc., apace, post-haste, presto, tantivy, by express, by telegraph, slap, slap-dash, headlong, hurry-skurry.

(Phrases). Under press of sail, or canvas; velis et remis; on eagle's wings; double quick time; with giant, or gigantic steps; à pas de géant; in seven league boots; whip

¹ See Note on 264.
and spur; ventre à terre; as fast as one's legs or heels will carry one; sauve qui peut; the devil take the hindmost; vire acquirit eundo; with rapid strides; at top speed.

Motion conjoined with Force

276. Impulse (Substantives), momentum, impetus, push, impulsion, pulsion, thrust, shove, jog, jolt, brunt, booming, throw, volley, explosion.

Percussion, collision, concussion, clash, encounter, cannon, carambole, appulse, shock, crash, bump.

Blow, stroke, knock, tap, fillip, pat, rap, dab, smack, slap, hit, cuff, bang, whack, thwack, squash, dowse, swap, punch, thump, pelt, kick, lunge, yerk, calcitation, recalcitation, ruade, arietation, beating (972), volley, beating, impact.

Hammer, mallet, flail, cudgel, bludgeon, cane, stick, club, etc., ram, battering ram, monkey, catapult, balistes, rammer, sledge hammer; steam hammer, explosion (173).


(Verbs). To impel, push, give impetus, etc., drive, urge, hustle, boom, thrust, elbow, shoulder, jostle, jostle, hustle, shove, jog, jolt, encounter, collide, clash.

To strike, knock, tap, slap, dab, pat, pash, slam, hit, rap, cuff, smite, butt against, impinge, thump, beat, bang, punch, thwack, whack, swap, batter, dowse, baste, pummel, pelt, patter, drub, buffet, belabour, cane, whip, etc. (see 972), poke at, pink, lunge, kick, yerks, calcitrude, recalcitrude.

To throw, etc., see Propel (284), shy, to set going.

(Adjectives). Impelling, etc., impulsive, impellent, impelled, etc., booming, dynamic, dynamical, mechanic, mechanical.

4° Motion with reference to Direction

278. Direction (Substantives), bearing, course, bent, inclination, drift, tenor, tendency, incidence, set, leaning, bending, trending, dip, steering, tack, steering, aim, collimation.

279. Deviation (Substantives), swerving, aberration, obliquation, ambages, warp, bending, refraction, sideling, straying, stragglng, warping, etc., digression, circuit, détour, departure
A line, path, road, aim, range, quarter, point of the compass, rhumb, azimuth, line of collimation.

(Verbs). To tend towards, go to, point to, or at; trend, verge, incline, conduct to, determine.
To make for, or towards, aim at, take aim, level at, steer for, keep or hold a course, be bound for, bend one's steps towards, direct or shape one's course.
To ascertain one's direction, s'orienter, to see which way the wind blows.

(Adjectives). Directed, etc., determinate.

(Adverbs). Towards, to, versus, thither, directly, straight, point blank, before the wind, near the wind, close to the wind, whither, in a line with, as the crow flies.
In all directions, quaquaaversum, in all manner of ways.

280. Going before.

Precession (Substantives), leading, heading.
Precedence in order (62).
(Verbs). To precede, lead, go ahead.

(Phrases). Go in the van; take the lead; lead the way; have the start; to get before; steal a march.

(Adjectives). Preceding, leading, etc.

(Adverbs). In advance, before (62), in the van, ahead.

281. Going after.

Sequence (Substantives), following, pursuit, chase, hunt.
A follower, pursuer, attendant, shadow, satellite, duenna.
Sequence in order (63).

(Verbs). To follow, pursue, chase, hunt, hound, go after.

(Phrases). Go in the rear, or in the wake of; tread in the steps of; tread on the heels of; go after; fly after; to follow as a shadow; to lag behind; to bring up the rear; fall behind.

(Adjectives). Following, etc., in the wake of, in the rear of, on the heels of.

(Adverbs). Behind, in the rear, etc., see 63.

282. Motion forwards.

Progression (Substantives), advance, progress, ongoing, pro-

dermotion.

Motion sideways, sideling.

(Verbs). To alter one's course, divert, deviate, depart from, turn, bond, swerve, shift, warp, stray, straggle, sidle, diverge (290), tralinate, digress, wander, meander, veer, tack, turn aside, turn a corner, turn away from, face about, wheel, wheel about, steer clear of, ramble, rove, go astray, step inside.

(Phrases). To fly off at a tangent; to face to the right about.
To go out of one's way; to lose one's way.

(Adjectives). Deviating, etc., aberrant, discursive, devious, desultory, erratic, vagrant, undirected, circuitous, crab-like.

(Adverbs). Astray, from, roundabout.

(Phrases). To the right about; all manner of ways; obliquely; knight-like (chess).

283. Motion backwards.

Regression (Substantives), re-
gress, recess, retrogression, retro-
Propulsion—Traction

gressiveness, progressive motion, flood-tide, headway, advancing, etc., pursuit, steeplechase, see 622.

(Verbs). To advance, proceed, progress, go, move, bend or pass forwards, go on, move on, pass on, get on, get along, jog on, push on, go one’s way, go ahead, make head, make way, make headway, work one’s way, press forward, get over the ground, gain ground, make progress, keep or hold on one’s course, keep up with, get forward, distance.

(Phrases). To make up lee-way; to go with the stream; to make rapid strides; to push or elbow one’s way; to go full tilt at.

(Adjectives). Advancing, etc., progressive, profluent, undeviating.

(Adverbs). Forward, onward, forth, on, in advance, ahead, under way, straightforward.

(Phrase). Vestigia nulla retrorsum.

234. Motion given to an object in front.

Propulsion (Substantives), push, pushing, projection, jacula-
tion, ejectation, throw, fling, toss, shot, discharge, shy.

Science of propulsion: projectiles, ballistics, vis à tergo.

Things thrown: a missile, projectile, shot, shell, ball, bolt, dart, arrow, bullet, stone, shaft, brickbat.

Bow, sling, catapult, etc. (727).

(Verbs). To propel, project, throw, fling, cast, pitch, chuck, toss, jerk, lance, jacula-
tate, hurl, bolt, drive, sling, flirt, shy at, dart, send, roll, send off, let off, discharge, fire off,
shoot, launch, let fly, dash.

Bowl, trundle, roll along (312).

To put in motion, start, give an impulse, impel (276), expel (296).

Gradation, crab-like motion, refluence, reflux, retroaction, re-
turn, reflexion, reflex, ebb, tergiversation, countermotion, coun-
termarch, veering, recidivation, regurgitation.

(Verbs). To recede, retrograde, regrade, return, rebound, fall back, fall or drop astern, lose ground, put about, go back, turn back, double, countermarch, turn tail, draw back, get back, retrace one’s steps, regurgitate.

(Phrases). Dance the back step; beat a retreat.

(Adjectives). Receding, etc., retrograde, retrogressive, regres-
sive, refluent, reflex, recidivous, crab-like.

(Adverbs). Backwards, ref-
xflexively, to the right about, à reculs, à rebours.

235. Motion given to an object behind.

Traction (Substantives), draw-
ing, draught, pull, pulling, tow-
age.

Traction engine, locomotive.

(Phrase). A long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all together.

(Verbs). To draw, pull, haul, lug, drag, tug, tow, trail, train, wrench, jerk, twitch, touse.

(Phrase). To take in tow.

(Adjectives). Drawing, etc., tractile.
Convergence—Divergence

(Phrases). To carry off one's legs; to put to flight.

(Adjectives). Propelling, etc., propulsive, projectile, etc.

287. Motion towards.

Approach (Substantives), approximation, approximation, appulse, afflux, affusion, pursuit (622), collision (276).

(Verbs). To approach, draw near, approximate, to near, drift, come, get, go, moor, etc., draw near, set in towards, make up to, gain upon.

(Phrases). To tread on the heels of; to hug the shore.

(Adjectives). Approaching, etc., approximative.

288. Motion from, actively.

Attraction (Substantives), drawing to, pulling towards, adduction, attractiveness

A lodestone, magnet.

(Verbs). To attract, draw, pull, drag, etc., towards, adduce.

(Adjectives). Attracting, etc., adducent, attrahent, adductive, attractive.

(Interjections). Come! come hither! approach! come near!

289. Motion nearer to.

Convergence (Substantives), appulse, meeting, confluence, concourse, conflusus, congress, confluence, concentration.

Resort, assemblage, synod (72), focus (74), asymptote.

(Verbs). To converge, come together, unite, meet, fall in with, close in upon, centre in, enter in, to meet, come across.

To gather together, unite, concentrate, etc.

290. Motion farther off.

Divergence (Substantives), aberration, peregrination, wandering, divarication, radiation, separation (44), dispersion, diffusion, dissemination (73).

Oblique motion: sideling, deviation.

(Verbs). To diverge, divaricate, wander, aberrate, radiate, branch off, file off, draw aside.

To spread, disperse, scatter,
(Adjectives). Converging, etc., convergent, confluent, concurring, concurrent, centripetal, asymptotical.

293. Terminal motion at.
ARRIVAL (Substantives), advent, reception, welcome, return, recursion, remigration.
Home, goal, resting-place, destination, harbour, haven, port, landing-place, terminus.
Meeting, rencontre, renconter, encounter.
(Verbs). To arrive, get to, come, come to, reach, attain, come up with, come up to, make, fetch, overtake.
To light, alight, land, disembark, debark, put in, put into, visit, cast anchor.
To come upon, light upon, pitch upon, hit, drop in, pop upon, bounce upon, plump upon, bump against, close with.
(Phrase). To be in at the death.
To come back, return, get back, get home, sit down.
To meet, encounter, renouner, come in contact (199).
(Adjectives). Arriving, etc., here, hither.
(Interjections). Welcome! hail! all hail! good day! good morrow! etc.

Farewell! adieu! good-bye! bye! bye-bye! au revoir! fare you well! God bless you!

294. Motion into.
INGRESS (Substantives), entrance, entry, introgression, admission, admittance, intromission, distribute, diffuse, disseminate, shed, sow broadcast, sprinkle.
To sidle, swerve, deviate, heel.
To part, part company, turn away from, wander from.
(Adjectives). Diverging, etc., divergent, radiant, wandering, aberring, aberrant, centrifugal.
(Adverbs). Broadcast.

292. Initial motion from.
DEPARTURE (Substantives), outset, removal, exit, exodus, decampment, débouche, embarkation, flight, hegira.
Valediction, adieu, farewell.
A starting point or post, place of departure or embarkation.
(Phrase). The foot being in the stirrup.
(Verbs). To depart, go, set out, set off, start, start off, issue, go forth, sally, sally forth, set forward, be off, move off, pack off, begone, get off, sheer off.
To leave a place, quit, retire, withdraw, go one's way, take wing, flit, embark, go on board, set sail, put to sea, weigh anchor, slip cable, decamp (671).
(Phrases). To take leave; bid or take adieu; bid farewell; to say good-bye; make one's exit; to fly off at a tangent.
(Adjectives). Departing, etc., valedictory.
(Adverbs). Whence, hence, thence.
(Interjections). Go! begone! get you gone! go along! off with you! avaunt! go thy way! away! away with you! go about your business!
sion, introduction, insinuation, insertion (301), intrusion, inroad, incursion, influx, irruption, invasion, penetration, interpenetration, infiltration, import, importation, immigration.

A mouth, door, etc., see Opening (280).

(Verbs). To enter, go into, come into, set foot in, intrude, invade, flow into, pop into, insinuate itself, penetrate, interpenetrate, infiltrate, to put into, etc., bring in, insert, drive in, run in, wedge in, ram in (301), intromit, introduce, import, smuggle.

(Phrases). To find one's way into; creep into; worm oneself into; to open the door to.

297. Motion into, actively.

Reception (Substantives), admission, importation, immission, ingestion, imbibition, absorption, ingurgitation, inhalation, see Insertion (300).

Eating, swallowing, deglutition, devouring, gulp, gulping, gorging, epulation, carousel.

Drinking, potation, sipping, suction, sucking, draught, libation.

Mastication, manducation, chewing.

(Verbs). To admit, receive, intromit, import, ingest, absorb, imbibe, inhale, let in, take in, readmit, resorb, reabsorb, snuff up, suck in, swallow, take down, gulp, ingulp, bolt, snap, get down, ingurgitate, engulp.

(Phrase). To give entrance to.

To eat, fare, feed, devour, tuck in, pick, peck, gorge, engorge, fall to, stuff, cram, gobble, gullet, raven, eat heartily, do justice to, gormandise, discuss.

transudation (348), leakage, percolation, distillation, oozing, effluence, efflux, effusion, drain, dropping, dripping, dribbling, filtering, defluxion, gush, trickling, eruption.

Out-pouring.

Export, expatriation, emigration, remigration.

An outlet, vent, spout, flue, chimney, pore, drain, sewer (350).

(Verbs). To emerge, emanate, issue, go, come, move, pass, pour, flow, etc., out of, pass off, evacuate.

To transude, exude, leak, percolate, transcolate, strain, distil, drain, ooze, filter, filtrate, dribble, trickle, drizzle, drip, gush, spout, run, flow out, effuse, extravasate, disembogue (348).

296. Motion out of, actively.

Ejection (Substantives), emission, effusion, rejection, expulsion, prorupting, detrusion, extrusion, trajectory, eviction.

Discharge, egestion, evacuation, vomition.

Deportation, exile, banishment, relegation, extradition.

(Verbs). To be let out, etc., to ooze, percolate, fall out, to emit, eject, expel, reject, discharge, give out, let out, cast out, clear out, sweep out, clean out, gut, wipe off, turn out, drive out, root out, pour out, shed, void, evacuate, diaphragm, extrude, empty, detrude, throw off, spit, spirt, spill, slop, empty, drain.

To vomit, spue, puke, cast up, keck, retch, spatter, splutter, slobber, slaver, slabler, squirt, eructate, belch, give vent to, tap, open the sluices, heave out, bale out, shake off.

To unpack, unlade, unload.

To banish, exile, deport.
To feed upon, live on, feast up, upon, carouse, batten upon, fatten upon, dine, etc., browse, graze, crop, chew, champ, munch, gnaw, nibble, cranch, royne, masticate, mumble.

To drink, quaff, guzzle, swill, swig, drench, sip, sup, lap, drink up, drain up, toss off, drain the cup.

(Phrases). To wet one's whistle; empty one's glass.

(Adjectives). Admitting, etc., admitted, etc., admissible.

299. Food (Substantives), pabulum, aliment, nutriment, sustenance, sustentation, nurture, subsistence, provender, fodder, provision, prey, forage, pasture, pasturage, keep, fare, diet, regimen.

Cemestibles, catables, victuals, prog, meat, bread, bread-stuffs, cerealia, viands, cates, delicacy, dainty, creature comforts, belly-timber, contents of the larder, dish, flesh-pots, pottage, pudding, ragout, omelet.

Table, board, commons, good-cheer, bill of fare, commissariat, table d'hôte, ordinary, cuisine.

Meal, repast, feed, mess, spread, course, regale, regalement, entertainment, feast, banquet, junket, refreshment, refectation; breakfast, déjeuner, lunch, bever, luncheon, tiffin, tea, afternoon tea, five o'clock tea, dinner, supper, whet, bait, dessert, entremet, hors d'œuvre, pic-nic, snack, pot-luck, table d'hôte, déjeuner à la fourchette.

Mouthful, bolus, gobbet, sip, sop.

Drink, beverage, liquor, broth, soups, etc., symposium.

(Adjectives). Eatable, edible, esculent, comestible, alimentary, cereal, culinary, nutritious, nutritive, succulent, potable, potulent.

301. Forcible ingress.

Insertion (Substantives), putting in, implantation, introduction, interjection, insinuation, planting, intercalation, embolism, injection, inoculation, importation, intervention (228), dovetailing, wedge.

Immersion, dip, plunge, bath, submersion, sous, duck, soak.

300. Forcible egress.

Extraction (Substantives), taking out, removal, elimination, extrication, evulsion, avulsion, wrench.

Expression, squeezing.

(Verbs). To extract, take out, draw, draw out, pull out, tear out, pluck out, wring from, wrench, rake up, grub up, root up, dredge, remove, ge.
Transcursion—Shortcoming

Interment, burying, burial, etc. (363).

(Verbs). To insert, introduce, put into, import, throw in, interlard, inject, interject, intercalate, infuse, instil, inoculate, impregnate, imbue, imbrue, graft, ingraft, bud, plant, implant, obtrude, foist in, worm in, thrust in, stick in, ram in, plough in, let in, dovetail, mortise, insinuate, wedge in, press in, impact, drive in, run in, empierce (260).

To immerse, dip, steep, immerse, merge, submerge, bathe, plunge, drop in, souse, douse, soak, duck, drown.

To inter, bury, etc. (363).

(Adjectives). Inserting, inserted, implanted, embedded, etc., embolismal, etc.

302. Motion through.

Passage (Substantives), transmission, permeation, penetration, interpenetration, infiltration (295), endosmosé, exosmosé, intercurrence, way, thoroughfare.

Terebration, empalement, etc. (280).

(Verbs). To pass, pass through, traverse, terebrate, stick, pierce, emplace, spear, spike, spit (280), penetrate, permeate, thread, thrid, enfilade, go through, go across, go over, pass over, cut across, pass and repass, work, thread or worm one's way, forge a passage, to transmit.

(Adjectives). Passing, intercurrent, etc.

303. Motion beyond.

Transcursion (Substantives), transgression, trespass, encroachment, infringement, extravagation, transgression.

(Verbs). To transgress, overstep, surpass, overpass, overgo, outgo, outstep, outrun, overreach, overlap, outleap, pass, go by, strain, overshot the mark, overjump, overskip, overlap, go beyond, transcend, encroach, exceed, trespass, infringe, trench upon.

(Phrases). To stretch a point; to pass the Rubicon; to shoot ahead of.

(Adverbs). Beyond the mark, out of bounds.

304. Motion short of.

Shortcoming (Substantives), failure, falling short (732), defalcation, lee-way, incompleteness (53).

(Verbs). To fall short of, not to reach, keep within bounds, keep within compass, to stop short.

(Adjectives). Unreached, deficient (53), short, minus.

(Adverbs). Within the mark, within compass, within bounds; etc., behindhand.
305. Motion upwards.

Ascent (Substantives), rise, ascension, upgrowth, leap (309).

A rocket, skyrocket, lark, sky-lark.

(Verbs). To ascend, rise, mount, arise, uprise, go up, get up, climb, clamber, scale, scramble, escalade, surmount, aspire, over-rise, start up, over-reach.

(Phrase). Get up on one’s hind legs.

To tower, soar, hover, spire, plane, swim, float, surge.

To leap, jump, hop, skip, vault, bound, dance, bob, curvet, romp, caracole, caper, cut capers.

(Adjectives). Rising, etc., scantly, buoyant, floating, supernatant, superfluous, leaping, etc., saltatory, frisky.

(Adverb). Uphill.

306. Motion downwards.

Descent (Substantives), fall, descension, declension, declination, drop, cadence, subsidence, lapse, downfall, tumble, tilt, toppling, trip, lurch, culbute.

Titubation, shambling, stumble,
An avalanche, débâcle.
The fate of Icarus.

(Verbs). To descend, go down, fall, sink, drop, drop down, droop, come down, dismount, alight, settle, slide, slip.

To stoop, bend, bow, curtsey, bob, bend the head or knee, dip, crouch, cower.

To recline, lie, lie down, sit, sit down, couch, squat.

To tumble, slip, trip, stumble, pitch, lurch, swag, topple, topple over, swoop, tilt, sprawl, plump down.

To alight, dismount, get down.

(Adjectives). Descending, etc., descendent, decurrent, decursive.

(Phrase). Nodding to its fall.

(Adverb). Downhill.

307. Elevation (Substantives), raising, lifting, erection, lift, sublevation, sublimation.

(Verbs). To elevate, raise, lift, uplift, upraise, set up, erect, stick up, rear, uprear, upbear, upcast, hoist, uphoist, heave, upheave, weigh, exalt, give a lift, sublimate.

To drag up, fish up, dredge.

(Adjective). Elevated, etc.

(Adverbs). On stilts, on the shoulders of.

308. Depression (Substantives), lowering, abasement, abasing, detrusion, reduction.

Overthrow, upset, prostration, subversion, overset, overturn, precipitation.

(Verbs). To depress, lower, let down, take down, sink, debase, abase, reduce, detrude, let fall, cast down.

(Phrase). Take down a peg.

Overthrow, overturn, upset, overset, subvert, prostrate, level, fell; cast, take, throw, fling, dash, pull, cut, knock, hew, etc., down.

(Phrase). Pull about one’s ears (218).

(Adjectives). Depressed, sunk, prostrate, etc.
Oscillation

309. LEAP (Substantives), jump, hop, spring, bound, vault, saltation.

Dance, caper, curvet, caracole, gambade, capriole; hop, skip and a jump.

Kangaroo, jerboa, chamois, goat, frog, grasshopper, flea.

310. PLUNGE (Substantives), dip, dive, ducking.

(Verbs). To plunge, dip, souse, duck, dive, plump, submerge, submerse, squash, douse, sink, engulf.

311. Curvilinear motion.

CIRCUIT (Substantives), turn, wind, circuit, curvet, détour, excursion, circumvallation, circumvagination, northwest passage, circuitulation.

Turning, winding, twist, twisting, wrench, evolution, twining, coil, circumambulation, meandering.

(Verbs). To turn, bend, wheel, put about, heel, go round, or round about, circumambulate, turn a corner, double a point, wind, whisk, twirl, twist, will, raddle.

(Phrases). To lead a pretty dance; to go the round.

(Adjectives). Turning, etc., circuitous, circumforaneous, circumfluent.

(Adverb). Round about.

312. Motion in a continued circle.

Rotation (Substantives), revolution, gyration, roll, circumrotation, circumgyration, volutation, circulation, pirouette, circumvolution, convolution, verticity, whirl, whirl, eddy, vortex, whirlpool, surge, cyclone, tornado, surge, a dizzy round, maelstrom, Charybdis.

A wheel, screw, whirligig, rolling stone, windmill, top, teeter-totum.

Axis, spindle, pivot, pin, hinge, pole, swivel, gimbals.

Science of rotatory motion, Trochilics.

(Verbs). To rotate, roll, revolve, spin, turn, turn round, circumvolve, gyre, gyrate, wheel, whirl, twirl, thrum, trundle, troll, twiddle, boll (or bowl), roll up, furl, wallow, welter.

(Phrases). To box the compass; to spin like a top.

(Adjectives). Rotating, etc., rotatory, rotary, circumrotatory, trochilic, vertiginous, gyratory, vortical.

(Phrase). Head over heels.

313. Motion in a reverse circle.

Evolution (Substantives), unfolding, etc., development, introversion, reversion, eversion.

(Verbs). To evolve, unfold, unroll, unwind, uncoil, untwist, unfurl, develop, introvert, revert.

(Adjectives). Evolving, evolved, etc.

314. Reciprocating motion, motion to and fro.

Oscillation (Substantives), vibration, undulation, pulsation,
pulse, libration, mutation, swing, beat, shake, seesaw, going and coming, wag, evolution, vibratiuncle.

Fluctuation, vacillation, dance, lurch, dodge, rolling, pitching, tossing, etc.

*Verbs*. To oscillate, vibrate, undulate, librate, wave, rock, swing, pulsate, beat, wag, waggle, nod, bob, tick, play, wamble, wabble, dangle, swag, courtesy.

To fluctuate, vacillate, dance, curvet, reel, quake, quaver, roll, top, pitch, flounder, stagger, totter, brandish, shake, flourish, move up and down, to and fro, backwards and forwards, to pass and repass.

*Adjectives*. Oscillating, etc., oscillatory, vibratory, vibratile, undulatory, pulsatory, pendulous, libratory.

*Adverbs*. To and fro, up and down, backwards and forwards, v, zig-zag, wibble-wobble.

315. Irregular motion.

Agitation (*Substantives*), stir, tremor, shake, ripple, jog, jolt, jar, succession, trepidation, quiver, quaver, dance, jactitation, jactitancy, restlessness, shuffling, twitter, flicker, flutter, bobbing.

Disturbance, perturbation, commotion, turmoil, turbulence, tumult, tumultuation, jerk, throe, convulsion, subsultus, staggers, epilepsy, writhing, ferment, fermentation, effervescence, hurly-burly, cahotage; ground swell.

*Verbs*. To be agitated, to shake, tremble, quiver, quaver, shiver, twitter, twire, writhe, toss about, tumble, stagger, bob, reel, wag, waggle, dance, wriggle, stumble, flounder, shuffle, totter, flounce, flop, curvet, prance, throb, pulsate, beat, palpitate, go pit-a-pat, flutter, flitter, flicker, bicker.

*Phrases*. To jump like a parched pea; to shake like an aspen leaf; to drive from pillar to post.

To agitate, shake, toss, tumble, bandy, wield, brandish, flap, flourish, whisk, jerk, hitch, jolt, jog, joggle, jostle, hustle, disturb, shake up, churn, jounce, ferment, effervesce, boil, wallop.

*Adjectives*. Shaking, etc., agitated, tremulous, desultory, subsultory, shambling, giddypaced, saltatory.

*Adverbs*. By fits and starts; subsultorily, per saltum.
CLASS III

WORDS RELATING TO MATTER

SECTION I.—MATTER IN GENERAL

316. Materiality (Substantives), corporeity, corporality, materialness, substantiality, physical condition.
   Matter, body, substance, brute matter, stuff, element, principle, parenchyma, material, substratum, frame, corpus pabulum, stocks and stones.
   Science of matter: Physics, Somatology, Somatics, Natural Philosophy, Physical Science, Experimental Philosophy, Philosophie positive, materialism.
   (Adjectives). Material, bodily, corporeal or corporal, physical, somatic, somatoscopic, materialistic, sensible, tangible, ponderable, objective.

317. Immateriality (Substantives), incorporeity, spirituality, spirit, etc. (450), immaterialness, inextension.
   Personality, I myself, ego. Spiritualism.
   (Verb). To disembody.
   (Adjectives). Immaterial, incorporeal, asomatous, immaterial, unextended, incorporeal, un-bodied, disembodied, spiritual, extramundane, unearthly, pneumatic, spiritualist.
   Personal, subjective.

318. World (Substantives), nature, universe; earth, globe; the wide world, cosmos, sphere, macrocosm.
   The heavens, sky, welkin, empyrean, starry heaven, firmament; the vault, or canopy of heaven; the celestial spaces, the starry host, the heavenly bodies, stars, asteroids, constellations, galaxy, milky-way, via lactea, nebule, etc., sun, planets, planetoids, satellites.
   Science of the heavenly bodies: Astronomy, Uranography, Uranology, Cosmology, Cosmography, Cosmogony, sidouranion, orrery.
   An astronomer, star-gazer.
   (Adjectives). Cosmical, mundane, terrestrial, terraqueous, terrene, terreo, terrestrios, sublunary, under the sun, subastral.
   Celestial, heavenly, speryl, starry, stellar, nebular, etc., sidereal, sideral, astral.

319. Gravity (Substantives), weight, heaviness, gravitation.

320. Levity (Substantives), lightness, imponderability,
ponderosity, ponderousness, pressure, load, burden, ballast, a lump, mass, weight.

Lead, a millstone, mountain, Pelion on Ossa.

Science of gravity, Statics.

(Verbs). To be heavy, to gravitate, weigh, press, cumber, load.

(Adjectives). Weighty, heavy, ponderous, gravitating, weighing, etc., ponderable, lumpish, cumbersome, massive, unwieldy, incumbent, superincumbent.

(Phrase). Heavy as lead.

subtlety, buoyancy, airiness, portableness, volatility.

A feather, dust, mote, down, thistledown, flue, cobweb, gossamer, straw, cork, bubble; a float, buoy, ether.

(Verbs). To be light, to float, swim, be buoyed up.

(Adjectives). Light, subtle, airy, imponderous, astatic, weightless, imponderable, ethereal, sublimated, floating, swimming, buoyant, portable, uncompressed, volatile, buoyant.

(Phrases). Light as a feather; light as thistle down; "trifles, light as air."

SECTION II.—INORGANIC MATTER

1o. SOLID MATTER

321. DENSITY (Substantives), solidity, solidness, impenetrability, incompressibility, cohesion, coherence, cohesiveness (46), imperosity, impermeability, closeness, compactness, constipation, consistence, spissitude, thickness.

Specific gravity: hydrometer, areometer.

Condensation, consolidation, solidification, solidation, concretion, coagulation, petrification, lapidification, lapidescence, vitrification, crystallisation, precipitation, inspissation, thickening, grittiness, knottiness.

Indivisibility, indiscreetness, indissolubleness.

A solid body, mass, block, knot, lump, concretion, concrete, cake, clot, stone, curd, coagulum.

(Verbs). To be dense, etc.

To become, or render solid; solidify, solidate, concrete, to take a set, consolidate, congeal, coagulate, curdle, curd, fix.
clot, cake, cohere, crystallise, petrify, vitrify, condense, thicken, inspissate, compress, squeeze, ram down, constipate.

(Adjectives). Dense, solid, solidified, consolidated, etc., coherent, cohesive, compact, close, thickset, substantial, massive, lumpish, impenetrable, incompressible, impermeable, imporous, constipated, concrete, knotted, gnarled, crystalline, crystallisable, vitreous, coagulated, thick, incrassated, inspissated, curdled, clotted, grumous.

Undissolved, unmelted, unliquefied, unthawed.

Indivisible, indiscernible, infrangible, indissolvable, indis- soluble, insoluble.

323. HARDNESS (Substantives), rigidity, firmness, renitence, inflexibility, stiffness, starchiness, starchedness, temper, callosity, durity, induration, grittiness, petrifaction, etc. (321), ossification.

A stone, pebble, flint, marble, rock, granite, iron, steel, adamant.

Tenseness, stretching, tensure (200).

(Verbs). To render hard, harden, stiffen, indurate, petrify, temper, ossify.

(Adjectives). Hard, horny, conoeous, rigid, stiff, firm, starch, stark, unbending, unyielding, inflexible, tense, indurate, indurated, gritty, etc., proof, adamantian, adamantine.

(Phrases). Hard as iron, etc.; hard as a brick; hard as a nail; hard as a deal board; stiff as buckram; stiff as a poker.

324. SOFTNESS (Substantives), tenderness, flexibility, pliancy, pliability, pliantness, litness, pliability, suppleness, sequacity, ductility, malleability, tractility, extensibility, extendibility, plasticity, inelasticity, laxity.

Clay, wax, butter, dough; a cushion, pillow, featherbed, down.

Mollification, softening, etc.

(Verbs). To render soft, soften, mollify, relax, temper, mash, knead, squash.

To bend, yield, relent, relax.

(Adjectives). Soft, tender, supple, pliable, limber, flexible, flexible, lith, plant, plastic, ductile, tractile, tractable, malleable, extensible, sequacious.

Yielding, bending, flabby, flocculent, downy, flimsy, spongy, cadematous, doughy, argillaceous, mellow.

(Phrases). Soft as butter; soft as down; soft as silk; yielding as wax; tender as a chicken.

325. ELASTICITY (Substantives), springiness, spring, resilience, renitence, contractility (195), compressibility, Indian rubber, caoutchouc, whalebone, elastic.

(Verbs). To be elastic, etc., to spring back, fly back, rebound, recoil (277).

(Adjectives). Elastic, tensile, springy, resilient, renitent, buoyant.

326. INELASTICITY (Substantives), want or absence of elasticity, see 324.

(Adjectives). Inelastic, ductile, limber.
327. Tenacity (Substantives), toughness, strength, cohesion (46), secatancy, stubbornness.
(Verbs). To be tenacious, etc., to resist fracture.
(Adjectives). Tenacious, tough, stubborn, cohesive, strong, resisting, coriaceous, sequacious.
(Phrase). Tough as leather.

328. Brittleness (Substantives), fragility, crispness, friability, frangibility, fissility.
(Verbs). To be brittle, break, crack, snap, split, shiver, splinter, crumble, break short, burst, fly.
(Adjectives). Brittle, frangible, fragile, frail, gimmers, shivery, fissile, splitting, splintery, crisp, crimp, short, crumbling.
(Phrase). Brittle as glass.

329. Texture (Substantives), structure, organisation, anatomy, frame, mould, fabric, framework, carcass, architecture, compages, substance, parenchyma, constitution, intertexture, contexture, tissue, grain, web, woof, nap (256).
Fineness or coarseness of grain.
Science of textures, Histology.
(Adjectives). Textural, structural, organic, anatomic, anatomical.
Fine, delicate, subtle, fine-grained.
Coarse, rough-grained.
Flimsy, unsubstantial, gossamery.

330. Pulverulence (Substantives), state of powder, efflorescence, sandiness, friability.
Dust, powder, sand, shingle, sawdust, grit, meal, bran, flour, limature, filings, débris, detritus, scobs, magistery, crumb, seed, grain, particle, flocculence.
Reduction to powder, pulverisation, comminution, granulation, disintegration, subaction, contusion, trituration, levigation, abrasion, filing, etc. (331).
Instruments for pulverisation: a mill, grater, rasp, file, pestle and mortar.
(Verbs). To reduce to powder, to pulverise, comminute, granulate, triturate, levigate, scrape, file, abrade, rub down, grind, grate, rasp, pound, bray, contuse, contund, beat, crush, cranch, cranch, crumble, disintegrate.
(Adjectives). Powdery, granular, mealy, floury, branny, farinaceous, furfuraceous, flocculent, dusty, sandy, sabulous, arenaceous, gritty, efflorescent, impalpable, pulverisable, pulverulent, friable, crumbly, shivery, pulverised, etc., attrite.

331. Friction (Substantives), attrition, affrication, rubbing, abrasion, contrition, rub, etc., scouring, limature, filing, rasping, friction.
(Verbs). To rub, abrade, etc., scrape, scrub, grate, fray, rasp, pare, scour, polish, rub out.

332. Absence of friction.
Lubrication (Substantives), prevention of friction, oiling, synovia, etc.
(Verbs). To lubricate, smooth (255).
(Adjective). Lubricated, etc.
2°. Fluid Matter

1. Fluids in general

333. Fluidity (Substantives), fluid (including both inelastic and elastic fluids).
   Inelastic fluid.
   Liquidity, liquidness, a liquid, liquor, lymph, humour, juice, sap, serum, serosity, gravy, rheum, ichor, sanies, solubility, solubleness.
   (Verbs). To be fluid or liquid, to flow, run.
   (Adjectives). Liquid, fluid, fluent, running, flowing, serous, juicy, succulent, sappy.
   Liquefied, uncongealed, melted, etc. (335).

334. Elastic fluid.
   Gaseity, vaporousness, gas, air, vapour, ether, steam, fume, reek, effluvium.
   Smoke, cloud (353).
   (Verb). To emit vapour.
   (Adjectives). Gaseous, aeroform, ethereal, aerial, airy, vaporous, volatile, evaporable.

335. Liquefaction (Substantives), fusion, melting, colliquation, colliquefaction, thaw, deliquation.
   Solution, dissolution, decoction, apezem, lixivium, infusion, etc., liquescency.
   Solvent, menstruum.
   (Verbs). To render liquid, to liquefy, run, melt, thaw, fuse, solve, dissolve, resolve, to hold in solution.
   (Adjectives). Liquefied, melted, unfrozen, molten, liquescent, liqueifiable, deliquescent, soluble.

336. Vaporisation (Substantives), volatilisation, vaporation, evaporation, distillation, sublimation, exhalation, volatility.
   (Verbs). To render gaseous, vaporise, volatilise, evaporate, exhale, distil, sublime.
   (Adjectives). Volatilised, etc., volatile, evaporable, vaporisable.

2. Specific Fluids

337. Water (Substantives), serum, lymph, rheum.
   Dilution, immersion, maceration, hydration, infiltration, sprinkling, spargefaction, affusion, irrigation, douche, balnea-

338. Air (Substantives), common air, atmospheric air.
   The atmosphere, the sky, the open air, weather, climate.
   Science of air: Aerology, Aeroniscopy.
tion, bath, inundation, deluge, (see 348), a diluent.
(Verbs). To be watery, etc., to reek.
To add water, to water, wet, moisten (339), dilute, dip, immerse, plunge, merge, immerge, steep, souse, duck, submerge, drown, soak, macerate, pickle, wash, sprinkle, affuse, splash, swash, douse, drench, slop, slobber, irrigate, inundate, deluge.

To syringe, inject.
(Adjectives). Watery, aqueous, aquatic, lymphatic, diluted, etc., reeking, dripping, sodden, drenched, soaking.
Wet, washy, sloppy, squabby, splashey, slobberly, diluent, balneal.
(Phrases). Wet as a drowned rat; wet as a rag.

339. Moisture (Substantives), moisture, humidity, dampness, wetness, humectation, makedfaction, dew, muddiness.
(Verbs). To be moist, etc.
To moisten, wet, humectate, damp, bedew, imbue, infiltrate, imbue.
(Adjectives). Moist, damp, watery, undried, humid, wet, dank, muggy, dewy, roral, rorid, rosclid, juicy, swampy, muddy.
(Phrase). Wringing wet.

340. Dryness (Substantives), siccity, aridity, drought.
Exsiccation, desiccation, arrefaction, dephlegmation, drainage.
(Verbs). To be dry, etc.
To render dry, to dry, dry up, exsicate, desiccate, drain, parch.
(Adjectives). Dry, anhydrous, arid, dried, etc., undampened, husky, waterproof, juiceless, sapless.
(Phrases). Dry as a bone; dry as dust; dry as a stick; dry as a mummy; dry as a biscuit.

341. Ocean (Substantives), sea, main, the deep, brine, salt water, tide, wave, surge, ooze, etc. (348). Hydrography.
Neptune, Thetis, Triton, Naiad, trident.
(Phrase). The vasty deep.
(Adjectives). Oceanic, marine, maritime, pelagic, pelagian.
(Adverbs). At sea, on sea.

342. Land (Substantives), earth, ground, terra firma, continent, mainland, peninsula, delta, tongue of land, oasis.
Coast, shore, seashore, seaside, seabank, strand, beach, bank, lea.
(Phrase). An iron-bound coast.
Cape, promontory, etc. (250), headland, point of land, highland.
Soil, glebe, clay, loam, marl, clod, clot, rock, crag, etc. (206), mould, subsoil.

(Adjectives). Terrene, continental, earthy, terraqueous, terrestrial.
Littoral, midland.
(Adverbs). Ashore, on shore, on land.

Exposure to the air or weather.
(Adjectives). Containing, airy, aerial, aeroform.
(Adverbs). In the open air, à la belle étoile, al fresco, sub Ione.
343. Gulf (Substantives), bay, inlet, bight, estuary, arm of the sea, armlet, sound, frith, firth, lough, lagoon, indraught, cove, creek, strait, Euripus.

Lakes (Substantives), loch, mere, tarn, splash, broad, pond, pool, puddle, slab, well, standing water, dead water, a sheet of water, fish pond, ditch, dyke.
(Adjective). Lacustrine.

344. Plain (Substantives), table land, open country, the face of the country, champaign country, basin, downs, waste, wild, steppe, pampas, savanna, prairie, heath, common, wold, moor, moorland, the bush; plateau.
(Phrase). A weary waste.
Meadow, mead, haugh, pasturage, park, field, lawn, terrace, esplanade, sward, turf, sod, heather, lea, grounds, pleasure grounds.
(Adjectives). Campestrian, alluvial, champaign.

345. Marsh (Substantives), swamp, morass, moss, fen, bog, quagmire, slough, sump, wash.
(Adjectives). Marshy, marish, swampy, boggy, plushy, poachy, paludal.

346. Island (Substantives), isle, islet, alt, holm, reef, breakers.
(Adjectives). Insular, sea-girt.

3. Fluids in Motion

347. Fluid in motion.
Stream (Substantives), flow, current, jet, undercurrent, course.
(Verbs). To flow, stream, issue, run.

River (Substantives), running water, jet, sprit, squirt, spout, splash, rush, gush, water-spout, sluice, linn, waterfall, cascade, catadupe, cataract, débcdle, avalanche.
Rain, shower, scud, driving rain, mizzle, drizzle, dripping, stiflicidium, flux, flow, profluence, effluence. efflux, effusion, effusion, deflusion.
Irrigation (337).
Spring, fountain, rill, rivulet, gill, gullet, rillet, streamlet, runnel, sike, burn, beck, brook, stream, river, torrent, rapids, flush, flood, swash, tide, spring

349. Air in motion.
Wind (Substantives), draught, flatus, afflatus, breath, air, breath of air, puff, whiff, zephyr, blow, drift, aura.
Gust, blast, breeze, squall, gale, storm, tempest, hurricane, whirlwind, tornado, simoom, samiel, harmattan, monsoon, trade wind, sirocco, mistrail, bise, windiness, ventosity.
Anemoscope, anemography.
(Phrase). A capful of wind.
Insufflation, sufflation, perforation, blowing, fanning, ventilation, blowing up, inflation, afflation, sneezing, sernutation.
Eolus, Boreas, the cave of Eolus.
tide, high tide, bore, fresh, current, indraught, reflux, eddy, surge, whirlpool, regurgitation.

Confluence, corrivation.

Wave, billow, surge, swell, ripple, ground swell, surf, breakers.

Inundation, cataclysm.


(Verbs). To flow, run, meander, gush, spout, roll, jet, well, drop, drip, trickle, dribble, ooze (294), percolate, transcolate, distil, transude, stream, sweat, perspire (298), overflow, flow over, splash, swash, guggle, gurgle, spurt, spurt, regurgitate.

To rain, rain hard, pour with rain, drizzle, spit, spirt, sleet in.

To flow into, fall into, open into, discharge itself, disembogue, disgorge, meander.

(Phrases). To rain cats and dogs; to rain in torrents.

To cause a flow, to pour, drop, distil, splash, squirt, spill, drain, empty, discharge, pour out, open the sluices, or floodgates; shower down, irrigate (337).

To stop a flow, to stanch, dam, dam up (261), intercept.

(Adjectives). Fluent, profuuent, affluent, tidal, flowing, etc., babbling, bubbling, gurgling, meandering, meandy, meandrous.

Fluvial, streamy, showery, rainy, pluvial, stillliquidious.

350. Channel for the passage of water.

Conduit (Substantives), channel, duct, watercourse, watershed, race, adit, aqueduct, canal, sluice, dyke, main, gully, moat, ditch, trough, gutter, drain, sewer, culvert, cloaca, sough, kennel, siphon, pipe, emunctory, gully-hole, artery, aorta, pore, spout, scupper, ajutage, waste-pipe, hose, gargoyles.

Floodgate, dam, watergate, lock, valve.

351. Channel for the passage of air.

Air-pipe (Substantives), air-tube, shaft, flue, chimney, vent, blow-hole, nostril, nozzle, throat, wasand, trachea, wind-pipe, spiracle, ventiduct.

Ventilator, louvre.

3°. IMPERFECT FLUIDS

352. Semiliquidity (Substantives), pulpiness, viscosity, viscositty, ropiness, slimmess, gumminess, siziness, clamminess, mucositty, lickiness, clottiness, spatiness, spittiness, hoviness,

353. Mixture of air and water.

Bubble (Substantives), foam, froth, head, spume, lather, bleb, spray, surf, yeast, suds.
cosity, spissitude, lentor, thickness, incrassitude.

Inspissation, thickening, incrassation.

Jelly, mucilage, gelatine, mucous, gum, albumen, size, milk, cream; emulsion, soup, squash, mud, slush.

(Verbs). To inspissate, thicken, incrassate, mash, squash, churn, beat up.

(Adjectives). Semifluid, semiliquid, milky, emulsive, creamy, curdly, thick, succulent, squasy.

Gelatinous, albuminous, gummy, amylaceous, mucilaginous, glairy, slimy, ropy, viscous, sticky, slab, slabby, sizzy, lentous.

354. PULPINESS (Substantives), pulp, paste, dough, curd, pap, pudding, poultice, soup, squash, mud, slush, rob, jam, preserve.

(Adjectives). Unctuous, oily, oleaginous, adipose, sebaceous, fat, fatty, greasy, waxy, butyaceous, soapy, saponaceous, punguid, lardaceous.

355. UNTUCOUSNESS (Substantives), unctuosity, oiliness, greasiness, slipperiness, lubricity.

Lubrication, anointment.

(Verbs). To oil, grease, anoint, wax, lubricate.

356. OIL (Substantives), fat, butter, margarine, cream, grease, tallow, suet, lard, dripping, blubber, pomatum, pomade, stearine, elaine, oleagino, soap, wax, spermaceti, adipocere, ointment, ungust, liniment.

SECTION III.—ORGANIC MATTER

1°. Vitality

1. Vitality in General

357. Organisation (Substantives), the organised world, organised nature, living nature, animated nature, living beings.

The science of living beings: Biology, Natural History, Organic Chemistry.

358. INORGANIZATION (Substantives), the mineral world or kingdom, unorganised, inorganic, brute or inanimate matter.

The science of the mineral kingdom: Mineralogy, Geognosy, Geology, Metallurgy, etc.

1 The term Natural History is also used as relating to all the objects in Nature, whether organic or inorganic, and including therefore Mineralogy, Geology, and Meteorology.
Section III

Life—Death

359. Life (Substantives), vitality, Archeus, animation, viability, the vital spark or flame, the breath of life, life blood.

(Phrase) The breath of one's nostrils.

Vivification, revivification.

The science of life: Physiology, the animal economy.

(Verbs) To be living, alive, etc., to live, breathe, fetch breath, respire, draw breath, to be born.

(Phrases) To see the light; to come into the world; to draw breath.

To come to life, to revive, come to.

To bring, restore, or recall to life, to vivify, revive, revivify, reanimate.

(Phrase) To keep body and soul together.

(Adjectives) Living, alive, in life, above ground, breathing, quick.

Vital, vivifying, vivified, Prometheus.

(Phrase) Alive and kicking.

360. Death (Substantives), decease, dissolution, demise, departure, obit, expiration, termination, close or extinction of life, existence, etc., sideration, mortality, fall, doom, fate, release, rest, quietus, loss, bereavement, euthanasia.

Last breath, last gasp, last agonies, the death rattle, dying breath, agonies of death, dying agonies.

(Phrases) The ebb of life; the jaws of death: Le chant du cygne; the Stygian shore.

(Verbs) To die, perish, expire.

(Phrases) Breathe one's last; cease to live; depart this life; be no more; go off; drop off; pop off; lose one's life; drop down dead; resign, relinquish, or surrender one's life; drop or sink into the grave; close one's eyes; break one's neck.

(Phrases) To give up the ghost; to be all over with one; to pay the debt to nature; to take one's last sleep; to shuffle off this mortal coil; to go to one's last home; to go the way of all flesh; to kick the bucket; to hop the twig; to cross the Stygian ferry; to go to the wall; to go off like the snuff of a candle; to be numbered with the dead; to die a natural death; to make one's will.

(Adjectives) Dead, lifeless, deceased, demised, gone, departed, defunct, exanimate, inanimate, out of the world, mortuary.

Dying, expiring, moribund, morient, hippocratic, in articulo, in extremis, in the agony of death, etc., going, life-ebbing, going off, life failing, aux abois, having received one's death warrant.

(Phrases) Dead and gone; dead as a door-nail, as mutton, as a door-post, as a herring, as nits; launched into eternity; gone to one's last home; gathered to one's fathers; gone to Davy Jones's locker.

At death's door; on one's death-bed; in the jaws of death; death staring one in the face; one's hour being come; one's days being numbered; one foot in the grave; on one's last legs; life hanging by a thread; going to the last account.

(Adverbs) Post mortem, post obit.

1 Including the life both of plants and animals.
Interment

   Killing (Substantives), homicide, manslaughter, murder, assassination, blood, gore, bloodshed, slaughter, carnage, butchery, massacre, fusillade, noyade, Thuggism, Aceldana.
   Deathblow, coup de grâce.
   Suicide, felo de se, execution, see 972.
   Destruction of animals, slaughtering, etc., Phthisizoics. ¹
   Slaughter-house, shambles, abattoir.
   A butcher, slayer, murderer, assassin, cut-throat, bravo, Thug, Moloch, executioner, see 975.
   (Verbs). To kill, put to death, slay, murder, assassinate, slaughter, butcher, immolate, massacre, take away or deprive of life, make away with, dispatch, Burke, settle, do for, brain.
   To strangle, throttle, bowstring, choke, stifle, suffocate, smother, asphyxiate, drown, hang, turn off.
   To commit suicide, to make away with oneself.
   To cut down, sabre, cut to pieces, cut off, cut the throat, stab, shoot, behead, decapitate, execute (972).
   (Phrases). To put to the sword; put to the edge of the sword; run through the body; blow the brains out; commit suicide; give the death blow, the coup de grâce; launch into eternity; give a quietus to.
   (Adjectives). Killing, etc., murderous, slaughterous, sanguinary, bloodstained.
   Mortal, fatal, deadly, lethal, internecine, mortiferous, suicidal.

362. Corpse (Substantives), corpse, carcass, bones, skeleton, carrion, defunct, relic, remains, ashes, earth, clay, mummy, food for worms.
   Shade, ghost, manes.

363. Interment (Substantives), burial, sepulture, inhumation, obsequies, exequies, funeral, wake, pyre, funeral pile, cremation.
   Funeral rite or solemnity, knell, passing bell, tolling, dirge, requiem, epicedium, obit, death march, dead march.
   Grave clothes, a shroud, winding-sheet, cerecloth, cerement.
   Coffin, shell, sarcophagus, urn, pall, bier, hearses, catafalque.
   Grave, pit, sepulchre, tomb, vault, catacomb, mausoleum, house of death, burial-place, cemetery, necropolis, churchyard, grave-yard, burial-ground, cromlech, barrow, tumulus, cairn, ossuary, charnal-house, la morgue.
   Exhumation, disinterment.
   (Verbs). To inter, bury, lay in the grave, consign to the grave or tomb, entomb, interm, inhume, lay out.
   (Phrase). To be put to bed with a shovel.
   To exhume, disinter.
   (Adjectives). Buried, etc., funereal, funebrial, mortuary, sepulchral.

¹ Bentham, Chrestomathia.
364. ANIMALITY (Substantives), animal life, animation, breath, animalisation.
Zoology.
Flesh, flesh and blood.

366. ANIMAL (Substantives), the animal kingdom.
A beast, brute, creature, created being; creeping or living thing, dumb creature, flocks and herds, flight.
Cattle, kine, etc.
Game. Fera natura.
(Phrases). The beasts of the field; fowls of the air; denizens of the deep.
Mammal, quadruped, bird, reptile, fish, mollusc, worm, insect, zoophyte, animalcula, etc.
Menageric, fossil remains.
(Adjectives). Animal, zoological, piscatory, fishy, mollusceous, vermicular, etc.

368. The science of animals.
ZOOLOGY (Substantives), Zoography, Anatomy, Zootomy, Comparative Anatomy, Animal or Comparative Physiology, Morphology.
Oryctology, Palaeontology.
Ornithology, Ichthyology, Herpetology, Ophiology, Malacology, Helminthology, Entomology.

370. The economy or management of animals.
Cicuration (Substantives), Zothygiastics.1
Domestication, domesticity.
Training, breaking in.
Menage, fishery.
Menagerie, aviary, apiary, vivarium, aquarium, etc.
Destruction of animals, Phthisizoics.1

367. PLANT (Substantives), vegetable, the vegetable kingdom, fauna, herb, grass, creeper, shrub, bush, annual, perennial, biennial, exotic.
Clump of trees, grove, glade, brake, thicket, underwood, copse, brushwood, jungle, weald, chase, frith, holt, hurst, park, greenwood, bocage.
Tree, wood, forest, parterre, plantation, arboretum, foliage, etc.
Tortus sic cus, herbarium, herbal.
(Adjectives). Vegetable, vegetous, herbaceous, herbal, botanic, sylvan, woody, rural, verdant.

369. The science of plants.
BOTANY (Substantives), Phytography, Phytoology, Vegetable Physiology, Herbarisation, Dendrology, Algology, Pomona.
(Verbs). To botanise, herborise.

371. The economy or management of plants.
AGRICULTURE (Substantives), cultivation, husbandry, Geoponics, georgics, tillage, gardening, horticulture, vintage, etc., arboriculture, floriculture.
Vineyard, winery, garden, nursery, bed, hothouse, greenhouse, conservatory, orchard, winter garden, pinery, arboretum.

1 Bentham. 
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(Verbs). To tame, domesticate, train, tend, etc., break in.

(Verbs). To cultivate, till, garden, farm.

(Adjectives). Agricultural, agrarian, arable, pastoral, bucolic, agrestic.

372. MANKIND (Substantives), the human race or species; man, human nature, humanity, mortality, flesh, generation.

The science of man: Anthropology, Anthropography, Ethnology, Ethnography.

Human being, person, individual, creature, fellow creature, mortal, body, somebody, one, some one, a soul, living soul, earthling, party, personage, inhabitant.

Dramatis personae.

People, persons, folk, population, public, world, society, community, nation, state, realm, community, state, commonwealth, republic, commonweal, nationality.

(Phrases). Tho lords of the creation; the body politic.

(Adjectives). National, civic, public, human, mortal, personal, individual, social, cosmopolitan.

373. MAN (Substantives), manhood, virility, he.

A human being, man, mortal, person, body, soul, individual, fellow creature, one, some one, somebody.

Personage, a gentleman, sir, master, yeoman, citizen, denizen, burgess, cosmopolite, wight, swain, fellow, blade, beau, chap, gaffer.

(Adjectives). Human, manly, virile, mortal, personal, individual, cosmopolitan.

374. WOMAN (Substantives), female, feminality, womanhood, muliebrity, she.

Womankind, the sex, the fair, the fair sex, the softer sex, the weaker vessel, a petticoat.

Dame, madam, madame, mistress, lady, Donna, belle, matron, dowager, goody, gammer, good woman, good wife.

Damsel, girl, lass, lassie, maid, maiden, demoiselle, nymph, wench, grissette.

(Adjectives). Female, feminine, womanly, ladylike, matronly, maidenly, girlish.

2° Sensation

(i) Sensation in general

375. PHYSICAL SENSIBILITY (Substantives), sensitiveness, feeling, perceptivity, aesthesis, acuteness, etc.

376. PHYSICAL INSENSIBILITY (Substantives), obtuseness, dullness, apathy, callousness (823), paralysis.
Sec. iii.

Touch

Sensation, impression, consciousness (490).

The external senses, sensation.

(Verbs). To be sensible of, to feel, perceive, be conscious of.

(Phrase). To be thin-skinned.

To render sensible, to sharpen.

To cause sensation, to impress, excite, or produce an impression.

(Adjectives). Sensible, conscious, sensitive, sensuous, aesthetic, perceptive.

Acute, keen, vivid, lively, impressive.

377. Physical Pleasure (Substantives), bodily enjoyment, gratification, luxury, voluptuousness, sensuality.

(Phrases). The fleshpots of Egypt; a bed of roses; a bed of down, velvet, clover, see 827.

(Verbs). To feel, experience, receive, etc. pleasure, to enjoy, relish, luxuriate, revel, riot, bask, wallow in.

To cause or give physical pleasure, to gratify, tickle, regale, etc., see 829.

(Adjective). Enjoying, etc.

To give or inflict pain; to pain, hurt, chafe, sting, bite, gnaw, pinch, tweak, grate, gall, fret, prick, pierce, etc., wring, torment, torture, rack, agonise, cruciate, break on the wheel, etc., convulse.

(Adjectives). In pain, in a state of pain, etc., pained, etc.

Painful, aching, etc., sore, raw, agonising, excruciating, etc.

378. Physical Pain (Substantives), bodily pain, suffering, sufferance, dolour, ache, aching, smart, smarting, shoot, shooting, twinge, twitch, gripe, gripping, headache, etc., sore, see 828.

Spasm, cramp, nightmare, crick, ephialtes, convulsion, three.

Pang, anguish, agony, torment, torture, rack, cruciation, crucifixion, martyrdom.

(Verbs). To feel, experience, suffer, etc. pain; to suffer, ache, smart, bleed, tingle, gripe, shoot, twinge, lancinate, wringe, writhe, twitch.

(Phrases). To sit on thorns; to sit on pins and needles.

(2) Special Sensation

1. Touch

379. Sensation of pressure.

Touch (Substantives), tact, tactition, tactility, feeling, palpation, manipulation; palpability.

Organ of touch: hand, finger, forefinger, thumb, paw, feeler, antenna.
(Verbs). To touch, feel, handle, finger, thumb, paw, fumble, grope, grasp; pass, or run the fingers over, manipulate.

(Phrase). To throw out a feeler.

(Adjectives). Tactual, tangible, palpable, tactile.

380. Sensations of Touch (Substantives), itching, titillation, formation, etc., creeping, aura, tingling, thrilling.

(Verbs). To itch, tingle, creep, thrill; to tickle, titillate.

(Adjective). Itching, etc.

381. Insensibility to touch. Numbness (Substantives), deadness, anaesthesia.

(Verbs). To benumb, paralyse, to chloroform, inject with cocaine, etc.

(Adjectives). Numb, benumbed, intangible, impalpable.

2. Heat

382. Heat (Substantives), caloric, temperature, warmth, fervour, calidity, incandescence, incandescence, glow, flush, fever, hectic.

Fire, spark, scintillation, flash, flame, blaze, bonfire, firework, wildfire, pyrotechny, ignition (384).

Insolation, summer, dog-days, tropical or Bengal heat, sirocco, siroon.


(Verbs). To be hot, to glow, flush, sweat, swelter, bask, smoke, reek, stew, simmer, seethe, boil, burn, broil, blaze, smoulder.

(Phrases). To be in a heat, in a glow, in a fever, in a blaze, etc.

(Adjectives). Hot, warm, mild, unfrozen, genial, tepid, lukewarm, blood-hot, thermal, calorific, sunny, close, sultry, baking, boiling, broiling, torrid, tropical, estival, canicular, glowing, piping, scalding, reeking, etc., on fire, afire, fervid, fervent, ardent, unquenched.

(Phrases). Hot as fire; warm as a toast; warm as wool; piping hot.

383. Cold (Substantives), frigidity, coolness, gelidness, chilliness, freshness, inclemency, fresco.

Frost, ice, snow, sleet, hail, hailstone, rime, hoar-frost, icicle, iceberg, glacier, Winter.

Incombustibility, incombustibleness.

Sensation of cold: chilliness, shivering, shuddering, goose-skin, rigor, horripilation, chattering of teeth, etc.

(Verbs). To be cold, etc., to shiver, quake, shake, tremble, shudder, didder, quiver.

(Adjectives). Cold, cool, chill, gelid, frigid, bleak, raw, inclement, bitter, biting, niveous, cutting, nipping, piercing, clay-cold, fresh, algid, pinched, starved, shivering, etc., aguish, transi de froid, frost-bitten, frost-nipped, frost-bound, unthawed, unwarmed, incombustible.

(Phrases). Cold as a stone; cold as marble; cold as a frog; cold as charity; cold as Christmas; cool as a cucumber; cool as a custard.

Icy, glacial, frosty, freezing, wintry, brumal, hibernial, boreal, arctic, hyemal, hyperboreal, ice-bound.
Igneous, fiery, incandescent, red-hot, white-hot, incandescent, smoking, blazing, unextinguished, smouldering, isothermal.

(Adverbs). Al fresco, à pierre fendre.

384. CALEFACTION (Substatives), increase of temperature, heating.
Melting, fusion, liquefaction, thaw, liquescence, liquefaction, estuation, incandescence.
Burning, ambustion, combustion, incension, accension, cremation, cautery, roasting, broiling, frying, torrefaction, scorification, branding, ustulation, calcination, carbonisation, incineration, cineration.
Boiling, cocation, ebullition, simmering, scalding, elixiation, decoction, smelting.
Ignition, inflammation, setting fire to, adustion, flagration, deflagration, conflagration, arson, incendiary, auto da fé.
Inflammability, combustibility, incendiary.
Transmission of heat, diathermancy, transcalency.
(Verbs). To cool, refrigerate, congeal, freeze, glaciate, benumb, refresh, damp, slack, quench, put out, blow out, extinguish, starve, pinch, pierce, cut.
To go out.
(Adjectives). Cooled, frozen, benumbed, etc., frigorific.

385. REFRIGERATION (Substatives), infrigidation, reduction of temperature, cooling, freezing, congealing, congelation, conglaciation.

(Verbs). To cool, refrigerate, congeal, freeze, glaciate, benumb, refresh, damp, slack, quench, put out, blow out, extinguish, starve, pinch, pierce, cut.
To go out.
(Adjectives). Cooled, frozen, benumbed, etc., frigorific.

386. FURNACE (Substatives), 387. REFRIGERATORY (Substatives), stove, kiln, oven, bake-house, ice-house, freezing mix-hot-house, conservatory, focus, ture, cooler.
fireplace, grate, reverberatory, range, athanor, hypocaust, fiery furnace, brasier, salamander, heater, warming-pan, stew-pan, boiler, caldron, kettle, chafing-dish, gridiron, frying-pan, sudatory.

388. FUEL (Substatives), firing, coal, coke, charcoal, asbestos, gas-fire, electric heater, peat, combustible, tinder, touchwood.
Lucifer, ingle, brand, match, safety match, wax match, embers, faggot, firebrand, incendiary, port-fire, fire-ball, fire-barrel.
390. Taste (Substantives), flavour, gust, gusto, savour, sapor, twang, smack, aftertaste, smatch, sapidity.

Tasting, gustation, degustation.

Palate, tongue, tooth, stomach.

(Verbs). To taste, savour, smack, smatch, flavour, twang.

(Phrase). Smack the lips.

(Adjectives). Sapid, gustable, gustatory, saporigic.

391. Insipidity (Substantives), tastelessness, insipidness, vapidness, mawkishness, mildness.

(Verbs). To be void of taste, tasteless, etc.

(Adjectives). Insipid, tasteless, gustless, savourless, mawkish, flat, vapid, fade, wish-wash, mild, untasted.

392. Pungency (Substantives). haut-goût, strong taste, twang, raciness, race, saltiness, sharpness, roughness; caviare, dram, cordial, condiment (303).

(Verbs). To be pungent, etc.

To render pungent, to season, spice, salt, pepper, pickle, brine, devil.

(Adjectives). Pungent, high-flavoured, high tasted, haut-goût, sharp, piquant, racy, biting, mordant, spicy, seasoned, hot, peppery, vellicating, escharotic, high-seasoned, salt, saline, brackish.

(Phrases). Salt as brine; salt as a herring; salt as Lot's wife; hot as pepper.

393. Condiment (Substantives), salt, mustard, pepper, cayenne, curry, seasoning, spice, sauce piquante, caviare, pot-herbs.

394. Savouriness (Substantives), palatableness, daintiness, delicacy, relish, zest.

A tit-bit, dainty, delicacy, ambrosia, nectar, bonne-bouche.

(Verbs). To be savoury, etc.

To render palatable, etc.

To relish, like, smack the lips.

(Adjectives). Savoury, well-tasted, palatable, nice, dainty, delectable, toothsome, gustful, appetising, delicate, delicious, exquisite, rich, luscious, ambrosial.

(Phrase). Cela sa laisse manger.

395. Unsavouriness (Substantives), unpalatableness, bitterness, amaritude, acrimon, acritude, roughness, acerbity, austerity, gall and wormwood, rue.

(Verbs). To be unpalatable, etc.

To sicken, disgust, nauseate, pall.

(Adjectives). Unsavoury, unpalatable, ill-flavoured, bitter, acid, acrimonious, unsweet, rough, austere.

Offensive, nasty, folsome, sickening, nauseous, nauseating, disgusting, loathsome, palling.

(Phrases). Bitter as gall; bitter as aloe.
396. **SWEETNESS (Substantives)**, dulcitude, sugar, saccharine, syrup, treacle, molasses, honey, manna, confection, conserve, jam, julep, sugar-candy, plum, sugar plum, lollypop, bonbon, comfit, sweetmeat, nectar, hydromel, honeysuckle. Dulcification, dulcoration.

(Verbs). To be sweet, etc.

To render sweet, to sweeten, edulcorate, candy, dulcorate, dulcify.

(Adjectives). Sweet; saccharine, sacchariferous, dulceit, candied, honied, luscious, edulcorated, nectarious.

(Phrase). Sweet as a nut.

397. **SOURNESS (Substantives)**, acid, acidity, tartness, crabailness, hardness, roughness, the acetous fermentation.

Vinegar, verjuice, crab, alum.

(Verbs). To be sour, etc.

(Phrase). Set the teeth on edge.

To render sour, turn sour, acidify, acidulate.

(Adjectives). Sour, acid, acidulous, sourish, subacil, tart, crabbed, acetois, acce
tose, styptic, hard, rough.

(Phrases). Sour as vinegar; sour as a crab.

4. **Odour**

398. **ODOUR (Substantives)**, smell, odorament, scent, effluvium, emanation, fume, exhalation, essence; trail, nidor, redolence.

The sense of smell, act of smelling.

(Verbs). To have an odour, to smell of, to exhale, to give out a smell, etc.

To smell, scent, snuff, sniff, nose.

(Adjectives). Odorous, odoriferous, smelling, strong-scented, quick-scented, gravicolent, redolent, nidorous, pungent.

Relating to the sense of smell; olfactory, quick-scented.

399. **INODOROUSNESS (Substan
tive)**, absence or want of smell.

(Verbs). To be inodorous, etc., deodorise.

(Adjectives). Inodorous, scentless, wanting smell, inodore.

400. **FRAGRANCE (Substan
tives)**, aroma, redolence, perfume, bouquet.

Incense, musk, frankincense, ottar, bergamot, balm, pol
pourri, pulvil, scent-bag, sachet, nosegay.

(Verbs). To perfume, scent, embalm.

(Adjectives). Fragrant, aromatic, redolent, balmy, scented.

401. **FOETOR (Substantives)**, strong smell, empyreuma, stench, stink, mustiness, fustiness, ran
cidity, foulness, putrescence, putridity.

A pole-cat, skunk, assafetida, a stinkpot.

(Verbs). To smell, to stink.

(Phrase). To stink in the nostrils.

(Adjectives). Foetid, strong.
sweet smelling, sweet scented, perfumed, muscadine.

smelling, noisome, offensive, rank, rancid, reasty, mouldy, fusty, musty, foul, frouzy, odid, odious, nidorous, fulsome, stinking, rotten, putrescent, putrid, putrefying, mephitic, empyreumatic.

5. Sound

(1) Sound in General

402. Sound (Substantives), noise, strain, voice (580), accent, twang, intonation, resonance; sonorousness, audibleness.

Science of Sound: Acoustics (or Acoustics), Phonics, Phonetics, Phonology, Diaacoustics, Diaphonics.

(Verbs). To produce sound; to sound, make a noise, give out or emit sound, to resound.

(Adjectives). Sonorous, sounding, sonorific, sonoriferous, resonant, audible.

403. Silence (Substantives), stillness, quiet, peace, calm, hush, lull; muteness (581).

(Verbs). To be silent, etc.

(Phrases). To keep silence; to hold one's tongue; to hold one's peace.

To render silent, to silence, still, hush, stifle, muffle, muffle, gag.

(Adjectives). Silent, still, noiseless, soundless, inaudible, hushed, etc., mute, mum, solemn, awful, deathlike.

(Phrases). Still as a mouse; deathlike silence; silent as the grave.

(Adverbs). Silently, softly, etc., sub silentio.

(Interjection). Hush! silence! softly mum! whist! tush! chut! tut! 

404. Loudness (Substantives), din, clangour, clang, roar, uproar, racket, hubbub, flourish of trumpets, fanfare, larum, tintamare, peal, swell, blast, echo, fracas, clamour, hullabaloo, chorus, hue and cry, whoop, charivari, vociferation, lungs, Stentor.

Artillery, cannon, thunder.

(Verbs). To be loud, etc., to resound, echo, re-echo, peal, swell, clang, boom, thunder, fulminate, roar, hoop, shout, s'égoser, deafen, stun (411).

(Phrases). Din in the ear; pierce, split, or rend the ears, or head; to shout, or thunder at the pitch of one's breath, or at

405. Faintness (Substantives), lowness, faint sounds, whisper, undertone, breath, under breath, murmur, mutter, hum, susurration.

Hoarseness, huskiness, raucity.

(Verbs). To whisper, breathe, murmur, purr, hum, gurgle, ripple, babble, flow.

(Phrases). Steal on the ear; melt, float on the air.

(Adjectives). Inaudible, scarcely audible, low, dull, stifled, muffled, hoarse, husky, gentle, breathed, etc., soft, floating, purring, etc., liquid, mellifluous, dulcet, flowing, soothing.

(Adverbs). In a whisper, with
the top of one's voice; faire le diable à quatre.

(Adjectives). Loud, resounding, etc., high-sounding, big-sounding, deep, full, swelling, clamorous, vociferous, stunning, piercing, splitting, rending, deafening, ear-deafening, ear-piercing, obstreperous, deep-mouthed, open-mouthed, trumpet-tongued, uproarious, stentorian, stentorophonic; in full cry.

(Phrase). Enough to split the head or ears.

(Adverbs). Loudly, aloud, etc.

(Phrase). At the top of one's voice.

(2) SPECIFIC SOUNDS

408. Resonance (Substantives), ring, ringing, jingle, chink, tinkle, tink, guggle, chime.
Reflection, reverberation, echo.

(Verbs). To resound, ring, jingle, clink, etc.

(Adjectives). Resounding, resonant, tinnient, ringing, etc.

(Phrase). Clear as a bell.

Base, low, bass, flat or grave note, barytone, deep-toned, deep-sounding, deep-mouthed, hollow, sepulchral.

409. Hissing sounds.

Sibilation (Substantives), hiss, buzz, whiz, rustle, fizz, fizzle, wheeze, whistle, snuffle, sneeze, sternutation, squash.

(Verbs). To hiss, buzz, etc.

(Adjectives). Sibilant, hissing, buzzing, etc.

High notes, see 410.

410. Harsh sounds.

Stridor (Substantives), jar, grating, creak, clank, twang, jangle, jarring, creaking, rustling, roughness, gruffness, sharpness.
High note, shrillness, acuteness, soprano, falsetto, treble, penny trumpet, voce di testa.

(Verbs). To creak, grate, jar, burr, pipe, twang, jangle, rustle, clank.

(Phrases). Set the teeth on edge; écarter les oreilles; to grate upon the ear.

(Adjectives). Stridulous, jarring, etc., harsh, hoarse, discordant, screech (414), cacophonous, rough, gruff, sepulchral, grating.

Sharp, high, acute, shrill, piping, screaming.

411. Human sounds, see Voice

412. Animal sounds.

Ululation (Substantives), latrination, cry, roar, bellow, reboation, bark, yelp, howl, bay, baying, yap, growl, grunt, grumble, snort, neigh, bray, croak, snarl, howl, caterwauling, mew, mowl, purr, pule, bleat, low, cauw, coo, cackle, gobble, quack, gaggle, squeak, chuckle, chuck, clack, chirp, chirrup, crow, woodnote, twitter.

Insect cry, fritaney, drone.

Cuckoo, screech-owl.

(Verbs). To cry, bellow, re- bellow, etc.

(Phrases). To bay the moon; to roar like a bull or lion.

(Adjectives). Crying, etc., blatant, latrant, remugient.

(3) MUSICAL SOUND

413. MELODY (Substantives), rhythm.

Pitch, note, tone, intonation, timbre, treble, tenor, bass; high or low, acute or grave notes, alto, contralto, soprano, barytone, falsetto.

Scale, interval, gamut, diapason, diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic scales; key, clef, chords; modulation, temperament, solfeggio, syncopation.

Staff (or stave), lines, spaces, brace; bar, rest, appoggiatura.

Notes of a scale: sharps, flats, naturals; breve, semibreve, minim, crotchet, quaver, semiquaver, demisemiquaver, etc.

414. DISCORD (Substantives), discordance, dissonance, jar, jarring, cacophony.

Hoarseness, croaking, etc. (410).

Confused sounds: Babel, Dutch concert, a cats’ concert, marrow-bones and cleavers.

(Verbs). To be discordant, etc., to croak, jar.

(Adjectives). Discordant, dissonant, out of tune, tuneless, absonant, unmusical, unharmonious, inharmonious, imme- lodious, untunable, sing-song.

Cacophonous, harsh, hoarse, creaking, jarring, stridulous, etc. (410).
Tonic, supertonic, mediant, subdominant, dominant, submediant, octave, tetrachord, major and minor modes, etc., passage, etc.

Concord, harmony, unison, unisonance, chime, homophony, concert, consonance, euphony, harmonics.


(Verbs). To harmonise, chime, symphonise, to be in unison.


Measured, rhythmical, diatonic, chromatic, enharmonic.

Melodious, musical, tuneful, tunable, sweet, dulcet, canorous, mellow, mellifluous, silver-toned, euphonious, euphonic, euphonical, symphonious; enchanting, ravishing, etc.

(Phrase). A ravir.

415. Music (Substantives), tune, air, aria, arietta, sonata, rondo, pastorale, fantasia, concerto, overture, symphony, accompaniment, recitativo, variations; fugue, march, pibroch, minuetto, gavotte, gavotte, waltz, etc., serenade, jig, dithymb, opera, oratorio, etc., composition, score, stave.

Instrumental music, solo, duet, trio, quartet, etc.; full score, minstrelsy, band, orchestra.

Vocal music, chant (or chaunt), psalmody, psalm, hymn, song, sonnet, canticle, canzonet, cantata, bravura, lay, ballad, ditty, pastoral, recitative:—Solo, duet, trio, etc.; glee, catch, canon, madrigal, choir (or quire), chorus, antiphon.

Dirge, requiem, lullaby, knell, lament, coronach.

Performance, execution, touch, expression, roulade, cadence.

Composition, score—Apollo, Muses: Erato, Euterpe, Terpsichore.

(Verbs). To play, pipe, fiddle, strike, strike up, thrum, strum, grind, touch, tweedle, sound the trumpet, etc., execute, perform.

To compose, to set to music.

To sing, chaunt (or chant), hum, warble, carol, chirp, chirrup, purl, quaver, trill, shake, twitter, whistle.

To put in tune, to tune, attune, accord, string.

(Adjectives). Musical, harmonious, etc. (413), instrumental, vocal, choral, operatic, performing, playing, singing, etc.

(Adverbs). Adagio, largo, andante, andantino, larghetto, maestoso, moderato, allegretto, spirituoso, vivace, veloce, allegro, presto, prestissimo; scherzo, scherzando, legato, staccato, crescendo, diminuendo, rallentando, etc.

416. Musician (Substantives), performer, player, minstrel.

Organist, pianist, harper, violinist, fiddler, flutist, fifer, trumpeter, piper, drummer, etc.; band, orchestra, waits.

Vocalist, singer, songster, songstress, chaunter, chauntress, cantatrice, improvisatore, troubadour, minne-singer, nightingale, Philomel, thrush, Orpheus.
162 Hearing—Deafness

Chorus, choir, quire.
(Phrase). The tuneful nine.

417. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1. Stringed instruments: Monochord, polychord, harp, lyre, lute, mandolin, guitar, gittern, cithern, rebec, bandurria, etc.
   Violin, fiddle, kit, viola (or tenor), cremona, violoncello, viol-
   d’amor, base-viol (or bass-viol), bassetto, doublebass, violone, psaltery, etc.
   Pianoforte, harpsichord, clavier, clavichord, spinet, virginal,
   dulcimer, hurdy-gurdy (or vielle), Eolian harp, etc.
   Gramophone, phonograph.
   3. Vibrating surfaces: Cymbal, bell, gong, tabor, tambourine,
   drum, kettle-drum (or tymbal), timbrel; castanet, musical glasses,
   musical stones, harmonica, sounding-board, etc.
   4. Vibrating bars: Reeds, tuning-fork, triangle, Jew’s harp,
   musical boxes, etc.

(4) PERCEPTION OF SOUND

418. Sense of sound.
   HEARING (Substantives), au-
   dition, auscultation, listening, ear-
   sedgeropping, audibility.
   Acuteness, nicety, delicacy of
   ear.
   Ear, acoustic organs, auditory
   apparatus, ear-drum, tym-
   panum, lug.
   A hearer, auditor, listener,
   earsedgepper, auditory, audience.
   (Verbs). To hear, overhear,
   hark, listen, list, harken, give or
   lend an ear, prick up one’s ears,
   give a hearing or audience to.
   (Phrases). To hang upon the
   lips of; to be all ears.
   To become audible, to catch the ear, to be heard.
   (Adjectives). Hearing, etc., auditory, auricular, acoustic.
   (Interjections). Hark! list! hear! listen!.
   (Adverb). Arrectis auribus.

419. DEAFNESS (Substantives),
   hardness of hearing, surdity.
   (Verbs). To be deaf, to shut,
   stop, or close one’s ears.
   To render deaf, to stun, to
   deafen.
   (Phrase). To turn a deaf ear to.
   (Adjectives). Deaf, hard of
   hearing, earless, surd, dull of
   hearing, deaf-mute, stunned,
   deafened, having no ear.
   (Phrases). Deaf as a post; deaf
   as a beetle; deaf as a trunk-
   maker.
   Inaudible, out of hearing.
6. Light

(1) Light in General

420. Light (Substantives), ray, beam, stream, gleam, streak, pencil, sunbeam.

Day, daylight, sunshine, sunlight, the light of day, the light of heaven, noctide, noonday, noctide light, broad daylight.

Glimmer, glimmering, phosphorescence, lambent flame, play of light.

Flush, halo, glory.

Meteor, Northern lights, aurora borealis, fire-drake, ignis fatuus, jack-o’-lantern, Will-o’-the-wisp, Friar’s lantern.

Spark, scintilla, sparkling, emication, scintillation, flame, flash, blaze, coruscation, fulguration, lightning, flood of light.

Lustre, shine, sheen, gloss, tinsel, spangle, brightness, brilliancy, refulgence, dazzlement, resplendence, luminousness, luminosity, lucidity, lucidness, nitency, renitency, radiance, transplendency, illumination, irradiation, glare, flare, glow, effulgence.

Science of light: Optics, Photology, Photometry, Dioptrics, Catoptrics.

(Verbs). To shine, glow, glitter, glisten, glisten, twinkle, gleam, flare, glare, beam, irradiate, shoot beams, shimmer, sparkle, scintillate, coruscate, flash, blaze, fizzle, dazzle, bedazzle.

(Phrase). To hang out a light.

To illuminate, illumine, lighten, lighten, light, light up, irradiate, shine upon, cast lustre upon, cast, throw, or shed a light upon, brighten, clear, relume, bright.

421. Darkness (Substantives), night, midnight, obscurity, dusk, duskeness, gloom, gloominess, shade, umbrage, shadiness, penumbra, Erebus.

Obscuration, adumbration, obumbration, obtenebration, offuscation, caligation, extinction, eclipse, gathering of the clouds; dimness (422).

(Verbs). To be dark, etc.

To darken, obscure, shade, dim, bedarken, overcast, overshadow, offuscate, obfuscate, obumbrade, adumbrate, cast in the shade, becloud, bedim, put out, extinguish, dout.

To cast, throw, spread a shade or gloom.

(Adjectives). Dark, unenlightened, obscure, darksome, tenebrious, rayless, beamless, sunless, lightless, pitch dark, pitchy, caliginous, Stygian, Cimmerian.

Sombre, dusky, unilluminated, nocturnal, dingy, lurid, overcast, cloudy, murky, mursomke, shady, umbrageous.

(Phrases). Dark as pitch; dark as a pit; dark as Erebus; darkness visible, the palpable obscure.

422. Dimness (Substantives), paleness, glimmer, glimmering, owl’s light, nebulousness, nebulousness, nebula, cloud, film, mist, haze, fog, smoke, haziness, eclipse, dusk, cloudiness, dawn, aurors, twilight, crepuscule, demi-jour, moonlight.

(Verbs). To be dim, etc., to glimmer, loom, lower, twinkle.

To grow dim, to pale, to render dim, to dim, obscure, pale.
Transparency—Opacity

(Phrase). To strike a light.

(Adjectives). Luminous, shining, glowing, etc., lambent, sheen, glossy, lucid, lucent, lusculent, lustrous, lucific, glassy, clear, bright, scintillant, lightsome, unclouded, sunny, orient, noonday, noontide, beaming, beamy, vivid, splendid, radiant, radiating, cloudless, clear, unobscuraed.

Gairish (or garish), resplendent, translucent, refugent, fulgent, effulgent, in a blaze, relucent, splendid, blazing, ratilant, meteoric, burnished.

(Phrases). Bright as silver, as day, as noonday.

423. Source of light, self-luminous body.

LUMINARY (Substantives), sun, Phoebus, star, orb, meteor, galaxy, blazing star, glow-worm, fire-fly.

Artificial light, flame, gas light, incandescent gas light, electric light, acetylene, torch, candle, flambeau, link, light, taper, lamp, lantern (or lanthorn), rushlight, farthing rushlight, fire-work, rocket, blue lights, fizzig, bude light.

Chandelier, candelabra, girandole, lustre, sconce.

Light-house, beacon, watch-fire, cresset, brand.

(Adjectives). Self-luminous, phosphoric, phosphorescent.

424. SHADE (Substantives), screen, curtain, veil, mantle, mask, gauze, blind, cloud, mist.

A shadow, chiaroscuro, umbrage, penumbra.

(Adjectives). Shady, umbrageous, etc.

425. Transparency (Substantives), pellucidity, diaphaneity, translucency, lucidity, limpidity.

Glass, crystal, lymph, water.

(Verbs). To be transparent, etc., to transmit light.

(Adjectives). Transparent, pelucid, diaphanous, translucen, tralucen, relucen, limpid, clear, crystalline, vitreous, transpicious, glassy, hyaline.

(Phrase). Clear as crystal.

426. Opacity (Substantives), thickness, opaqueness, turbidity, muddiness.

Cloud, film, haze.

(Verbs). To be opaque, etc., not to transmit, to obstruct the passage of light.

(Adjectives). Opaque, turbid, thick, muddy, opacus, obfuscated, fuliginous, cloudy, hazy, misty, foggy, impervious to light.

427. Semitransparency, opalescence, gauze, milkiness.

(Adjectives). Semitransparent, semidiaphanous, semipacious, opalescent, semipellucid; pearly, milky.
428. Colour (Substantives), hue, tint, tinge, dye, complexion, shade, spectrum, tincture, cast, livery, coloration, glow, flush, tone, key.

Pure or positive colour: primitive colour.
Broken colour: secondary, tertiary colour.

Science of colour, Chromatics.
A pigment, colouring matter, paint, dye, wash, stain, distemper, mordant.
(Verbs). To colour, dye, tinge, stain, tint, paint, wash, illuminate, emblazon, bedizen, imbue, distemper.

*adjectives. Coloured, colorific, chromatic, prismatic, full coloured, lush, tinge, dyed.

Bright, vivid, florid, fresh, high coloured, unfaded, gay, showy, gaudy, gairish (or garish), flaunting, vivid, gorgeous, glaring, flaming, flashy, raw, intense, double dyed.

Mellow, harmonious, pearly.

430. Whiteness (Substantives), milkiness, hoariness.
Ablication, etiolation.
Snow, paper, chalk, milk, lily, sheet, ivory, silver, alabaster.
(Verbs). To be white, etc.
To render white, whiten, bleach, whitewash, Blanch, etiolate.

Adjectives. White, milk-white, snow-white, cream-coloured, hoary, hoar, silvery, argent, pearly, fair, blonde, etiolated.

(Phrases). White as the driven snow; white as a sheet.

429. Absence of colour. 
Achromatism (Substantives), decoloration, discoloration, paleness, pallidity, palldness, etiolation, neutral tint.
A spot, blot, etc. (840).
(Verbs). To lose colour, to fade, fly, become colourless.

To deprive of colour, discolour, decolourise, bleach, tarnish, achromatise.

(Adjectives). Colourless, uncoloured, untinged, achromatic, aplanatic, hueless, undyed, pale, pallid, pale-faced, faint, faded, dull, cold, muddy, wan, sallow, dead, dingy, ashy, cadaverous, glassy, lack-lustre, tarnished, bleached, discoloured.

(Phrases). Pale as death, as ashes, as a witch, as a ghost, as a corpse.

431. Blackness (Substantives), swarthiness, swarthiness, dinginess, lividity, inkiness, pitchiness.

Nigrification, infusionation.
Jet, ink, ebony, coal, pitch, charcoal, soot, sloe, smut, raven, negro, blackamoor.
(Verbs). To be black, etc.
To render black, to blacken, infuscate, denigrate, blot, blotch.
(Adjectives). Black, sable, swarthy, sombre, inky, ebon, atramentous, livid, coal-black, fuliginous, dingy, musky, Ethiopian, nocturnal, nigrescent.
(Phrases). Black as my hat; black as a shoe; black as November; black as thunder.
432. Grey (Substantives), dun, drab, dingy, sombre, tawny, mouse-coloured, ash, cinereous, cineritious, slate, stone, grizzly, grizzled.

433. Brown (Substantives), bay, dapple, auburn, chestnut, nutbrown, cinnamon, fawn, russet, olive, hazel, tawny, fuscous, chocolate, liver-coloured, brinded, brindled, brunette, sallow, maroon, foxy.

(Phrases). Brown as a berry; brown as mahogany.
(Verbs). To render brown, to tan, etc.
(Adjective). Brown, etc.

Primitive Colours

434. Redness (Substantives), scarlet, vermilion, crimson, pink, lake, maroon, carnation, damask, ruby, rose, rubescence, rosiness, ruddiness, rubicundity, blush, colour, peach colour, flesh colour, gules.

Lobster.

Erubescence, rubification.
(Verbs). To become red, to blush, flush, mantle, redden, incarnadine.

To render red, redden, rouge, rubify.

(Adjectives). Red, ruby, crimson, pink, etc., ruddy, rufous, florid, rosy, roseate, rose-coloured, blushing, mantling, etc., erubescent, blushy, rubicund, stammel, blood-red, rubiform, murrey, caroty, sorrel, brick-coloured, lateritious.

(Phrases). Red as fire, as blood, as scarlet, as a turkey-cock.

436. Yellowness (Substantives), buff colour, flesh colour, gamboge, crocus, saffron, topaz.

(Adjectives). Yellow, citron, gold-coloured, aureate, flavous, citrine, fallow, fulvid, saffron, lemon, sulphur, amber, straw-coloured, sandy-coloured, lurid, Claude-tint, luteous, primrose-coloured, cream-coloured.

(Phrases). Yellow as a quince; yellow as a guinea; yellow as a crow's foot.

438. Blueness (Substantives), bluishness, azure, indigo, ultramarine, bloom.

439. Orange (Substantives), golden, flame, copper, brass, apricot colour.
Vision—Blindness


440. Variegation (Substantives), dichroism, trichroism, iridescence, play of colours, variegatedness, patch-work, maculation, spottness, marquetry, strike, spectrum.

A rainbow, iris, tulip, peacock, chameleon, butterfly, tortoiseshell, leopard, zebra, harlequin, mother-of-pearl, opal, marble.

(Verbs). To be variegated, etc.

To variegate, speckle, stripe, streak, chequer, bespeckle, fleck, inlay.

(Adjectives). Variegated, many-coloured, versicolor, many-hued, divers-coloured, particoloured, polychromatic, bicolar, tricolor, dichromatic.

Iridescents, prismatic, opaline, naeorous, pearly, opalescent, shot, chataoiant, gorge de pigeon, all manner of colours, pied, piebald, motley, mottled, veined, marbled, paned, dappled, clouded, cymophanous.

Mosaic, inlaid, tesselated, chequered, tortoiseshell.

Dotted, spotted, bespotted, spotty, speckled, bespeckled, punctated, maculated, freckled, flecked, fleckered, studded, tattooed.

Striped, striated, streaked, barred, veined, brindled, brindled, tabby, grizzled, listed, stippled.

(3) Perceptions of Light

441. Vision (Substantives), sight, optics, eyesight, view, espial, glance, glimpse, peep, gaze, stare, leer, perolusstration, contemplation, regard, survey, introspection, inspection, speculation, watch, coup d'oeil, espionage, bo-peep, ocular demonstration, autopsy.

A point of view, gazebo, vista, visto, loop-hole, belvedere, field of view, watch tower, theatre, amphitheatre, horizon, arena, commanding view, periscope.

The organ of vision, eye, the naked or unassisted eye, retina, optics.

Perspicacity, penetration, discernment, lynx, eagle, Argus.

(Verbs). To see, behold, discern, have in sight, descry, catch a sight, glance, or glimpse of, spy, espy, to get a sight of.

442. Blindness (Substantives), cecity, exsecution, amaurosis, ablepse, prestriction, nictitation, wink, blink.

A blinkard.

(Verbs). To be blind, etc., not to see, to lose sight of.

Not to look, to close or shut the eyes, to look another way, to turn away or avert the eyes, to wink, blink, nictitate.

To render blind, etc., to put out the eyes, to blind, blindfold, hoodwink, dazzle.

(Phrases). To throw dust into the eyes; jeter de la poudre aux yeux.

To look, view, eye, open one's eye, glance on, cast or set one's eyes on, look on or upon, turn or bend one's looks upon, turn the eyes to, peep, peer, pry, scan, survey, reconnoitre, contemplate, regard, inspect, recognise, mark, discover, distinguish, see through, speculate, to see sights, lionise.

(Phrases). To have an eye upon; keep in sight; look about one; glance round; run the eye over; lift up one's eyes; see at a glance; keep a look-out for; to see with one's own eyes.

To look intently, strain one's eyes, look full in the face, stare, gaze, pore over, gloat on, leer, to see with half an eye, to blink, ogle; to play at Bo-peep.

(Adjectives). Visual, ocular, optic, optical.

Seeing, etc., the eyes being directed to, fixed, riveted upon.

Clear-sighted, sharp-sighted, quick-sighted, eagle-eyed, hawk-eyed, lynx-eyed, keen-eyed, Argus-eyed, piercing, penetrating.

(Phrase). The scales falling from one's eyes.

(Adverbs). Visibly, etc., at sight, in sight of, to one's face, before one's face, with one's eyes open, at a glance, at first sight, at sight.

(Interjections). Look! behold! see! lo! mark! observe! lo and behold!

443. Imperfect vision.

DIMSIGHTEDNESS (Substantives), lippitude, confusion of vision, scotomy, failing sight, shortsightedness, myopia, nictitation, longsightedness, presbyopia, squint, strabism, cast of the eye, double sight, an albino.

Fallacies of vision: deceptio visus, refraction, false light, phantasm, anamorphosis, distortion, looming, mirage, the Fata Morgana, the spectacle of the Brocken, ignis fatuus, phantasmagoria, dissolving views, etc.

Colour-blindness, chromatopseudoplepsis, Daltonism.

Limitation of vision: blinker, screen.

(Verbs). To be dimsighted, etc., to see double, to squint, look askant, or askance, to see through a prism, wink, nictitate.

To glare, dazzle, loom.

(Adjectives). Dimsighted, half-sighted, short-sighted, near-sighted, myopic, long-sighted, presbyopic, moon-eyed, mope-eyed, bleary-eyed, goggle-eyed, one-eyed, nictitating, winking, monocular.

(Phrases). Nimium ne crede colori; fronti nulla fides.

444. SPECTATOR (Substantives), looker-on, bystander, inspector, spy, beholder, star-gazer, etc., scout.

To witness, behold, etc.
Sec. III. Appearance—Disappearance

445. Optical Instruments (Substantives), lens, meniscus magnifier, microscope, megascope, spectacles, glasses, barnacles, googgles, pince-nez, eye-glass, monocle, periscope, telescope, spyglass, glass, tienoscope.


446. Visibility (Substantives), perceptibility, conspicuousness, distinctness, conspicuous, appearance, exposure.

(Verbs). To be visible, etc., to appear, come in sight, come into view, heave in sight, open to the view, catch the eye, show its face, present itself, show itself, manifest itself, produce itself, discover itself, expose itself, come out, come to light, come forth, come forward, arise, peer out, peer out, start up, loom, burst forth, break through the clouds, glare, reveal itself, betray itself.

(Phrases). To show its colours; to tell its own tale; cela saute aux yeux; to stare one in the face; break through the clouds.

(Adjectives). Visible, perceptible, discernible, in sight, apparent, plain, manifest, patent, obvious, clear, distinct, definite, well-defined, well-marked, recognisable, autoptical, evident, unmistakable, palpable, naked, bare, barefaced, ostensible, conspicuous, prominent, staring, glaring, notable, notorious, overt, perisopic, panoramic.

(Phrases). Open as day; clear as day; plain as a pikestaff; there is no mistaking; plain as the nose in one’s face; oculus spectabilis; above board; exposed to view; under one’s nose.

Intelligible, etc., see 518.

448. Appearance (Substantives), phenomenon, sight, spectacle, show, premonstration,

449. Disappearance (Substantives), evapescence, eclipse, obscurm, occultation.
scene, species, view, coup d‘œil, look out, prospect, vista, perspective, bird’s-eye view, scenery, landscape, picture, tableau, display, exposure.

Pageant, raree-show, panorama, diorama, cosmorama, georama, spectacle, coup de théâtre, jeu de théâtre.

Phantasm, phasma, phantom, spectrum, apparition, spectre, mirage, etc. (443).

Aspect, phase, phasis, seeming, guise, look, complexion, shape, mien, air, cast, carriage, port, demeanour, presence, expression, first blush.

Lineament, feature, trait, lines, outline, contour, face, countenance, physiognomy, visage, phiz, profile, tournure.

(Verbs). To seem, look, appear; to present, wear, carry, have, bear, exhibit, take, take on, or assume the appearance of; to look like, to be visible, to reappear.

To show, to manifest.

(Adjectives). Apparent, seeming, etc.

(Adverbs). Apparently, to all appearance, etc., on the face of it, primæ facie, at the first blush, at first sight.

Dissolving views. *

(Verbs). To disappear, vanish, dissolve, fade, melt away, pass, avaunt, begone, be lost, etc.

(Phrase). To go off the stage.

To efface, blot, blot out, erase, rub out, expunge (552).

(Adjectives). Disappearing, etc., lost, vanishing, evanescent, missing.

Inconspicuous, inconspicuous.

(Phrases). Lost in the clouds; leaving no trace; out of sight.

(Interjections). Begone! away! avaunt! vanish! disappear! see 292.